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CANADIAN LIQUOR 
HAS BEEN GOING 
mOUGH MAINE
A ltos Used Transporting the 
Ardent from Canadian Points 
Teaching Aroostook
CARELTON COUNTY
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY 
HOLD ANNUAL MEETING
The annual meeting of Carleton 
| County Agricultural Society was held 
on Thursday afternoon, Nov. 13, with 
.President F. H. J. Nibbles in the chair, 
and John S. Leighton, secretary. There 
was a large attendance, and much 
enthusiasm shown throughout the 
meeting.
The society elected a board *of 42 
directors, represen*atives of every im- 
pofltunt district in the county, in an-
$4,000,000 FOR 
BUILDING MAINE 
ROADS IN 1920
Half That Amount Comes 
From the State
/
Four million dollars for the cor.- 
ttctpatlon of the selection of W ood-' stroction ot roads „.m be available in
HOULTON ATHLETIC 
ASSOCIATION PUTS STRONG 
BASKET BALL TEAM 
IN THE FIELD
Thai there will be something doing 
in the basket ball line during the 
winter season is evident by the fact 
thal besides the strong school teams, 
the town known as the Houlton 
Athletic Association have organized 
a team and are open for dotes with 
other teams who desire games which 
may he arranged for through the 
manager John Hannigan.
CM All n All V ANn HOULTON FIRE DEPT. ADDS
J IU n L L  1 /n l L I  f t l lU  LIFE SAVING APPLIANCE
WEEKLY HIT HARD T0 ™E,R equipmentTTLiIj I Y L I  n i l  l U U U / .  SoIlle months ago the Houlton Fire
: Co. purchased a Pulmotor to complete 
I their already fine equipment, but 
; never until last week have they been 
instructed in its use. 
i On Tuesday evening Dr. T. S. 
Dickison was present at a meeting 
and gave a demonstration of its use 
^and explained to each member the 
’ working of the machine.
This life saving appliance is the
Shortage o f News Stock and 
High Prices Will Force 
Many Out o f Business
(From the New York Herald.) 
There is no exaggeration in the
that tor the past two aionths there 
1m s  been a great deal ot liquor passing 
through Honlton on its way “dov* 
state" to -automobiles.
Part at the time the cars stopped in 
Honlton and part tit the time tihey 
continued on tbelr way, making tfheir 
headquarters tor the night in cither 
places, bat they have been unmolested 
la  their travels, 'and wherever they 
stopped they made sure that there 
wore no deputies around.
In this era tif automobiles citizens 
in this section use their automobiles 
tor transporting most everything, and 
H is a common sight to see a touring 
car with one man driving and the 
'tonneau filled with merchandise of 
different kinds, bags, boxes, etc., 
passing along the country roads, and 
people generally take It tor granted 
that they are law abiding citizens. 
The following article taken from the 
News, confirms the above statements 
and yet there has been little or no 
effort made to stop this traffic in 
Aroostook County.
‘ B B 1 assertions made by manufacturers and samp «n *11 ,,itv rton. rimanta
The team is composed ot old school by publishers in attendance upon the ; f ^
, Maine for the year 1920t; half of which and college players as folows: special meeting of the American News-jIor resusltatlon of persons over-
*s the place tat the provincial exhibi- j wiJJ comR from the state and thf  othfM. McIntyre, Rideout, Downing, Jones, paper Publishers’ Association, held in come by smoke, gas fumes and
it is common knowledge 'about town *taock by the Provincial Government
%lon next year, although the matter j ^  government. « ,  Larry Carroll, Rogers ami St. Peter. this , < lty,  ° “  Wednesday, that the
la nnt dcflnirelv apttlpd i „ ,   ^ , , , , supply of newspnnt in sight falls far
mot « „ h PiPPtPti iU is *x*>ected tbat 150 miles of **ate , who are doinS consistent practice short of the need as measured
ine airwcrors men me< «na highway for which surveys have been work preparatory to tl eir first game : by present day demands. It is
the following officers: in progress for the past two months, with the Smyrna Mills team on the significant that representatives of the
will be constructed during next year afternoon of Thanksgiving day at 'I ^ e s ^ t i o T ^ n t e '* t h e
well M “p Florenceville• Harrison W !These new pieces 01 road win be so 1(>- ' Smyrna Mills. situation agree that the responsibility
_ el »  ^ ' cated, that they wiU largely make con — ------------------ for this shortage does not lie with the
President, Col. F. H. J. Dibblee. 
Vice Presidents—Thos. W. Cald-
Rogers, Grafton; Chas. Gray and Win. 
G. Kearney of Jacksonville.
Secretary, John S. 'Leighton. 
Treasurer, D. V. Storm.
Auditor, R. Fraser, Armstrong.
The solicitors for “the society, Lieut. 
S. G. Baxter, after a brief visit 
through the country, handed in 100 
names, with the necessary fee, as 
members of the society.
drowning accidents and in many cases 
if used soon enough is the means of 
saving the life of the injured person.
The machine can, if needed, be 
found at the Engine house and any 
member of the company may be called 
to operate it.
Besides the members of the fire! nection between sections of state high- Large numbers attended the screen , manufacturers of newsprint. The
iways already completed, it was an- production, “The Unpardonable Sin” j manufacturers assert that they are company there were several of the
non need at the office of the state high- at the Temple Tuesday and W ed-; W h a /h a ^ a p p S e ^ L  tha^an un^rece- j Phy8,cians of this and other towns
way commission Saturday. nesday of last week. While the dented flow of advertising has swamp- j Preseni at ike demonstration.
Labor will be the factor which will subject contained many situations jed the newspapers, large and small, ----------------------
govern the amo«mt of road work which which were unpleasant, the staging of j while publishers have failed to apply A boxing match between Pooler 
will lx. .lone next year, and Paul D. j (he picture was one of the best seen ' ^ J ^ c k s ^ n ^ s s a r y  |of Bangor and Putnam of Fort Frir-
Sargent, the chief engineer of the | here for some time and contained a j jn tbejr resolutions, unanimously j " e*d> W^ 1 ke pulled off at the Hey wood
state highway commission, does not fund of information. ;adopted, the members of the A. N. P. | Theatre Thursday evening, Nov. 27.
LAWLIS-MADIGAN
Very quietly and without the
contemplate that the wages of the 
workmen will be any lower than dur­
ing the present season, where men re­
ceived from $3 to $4 a day, according
A. urge that publishers in all parts of
DEATH OF PROMINENT HOULTON MUSIC CLUB "
BRIDGEWATER CITIZEN well as those of the large cities— i The Houlton Music Club will hold’ 
Word was received in Houlton last “materially increase advertising and j its next meeting on Wednesday 
week of the death of Mr. Edward C. ! tv.oir'faBno?” !evening’ Nov“ 26th, at the borne of the
Barrett of Bridgewater.
knowledge of their many friends, Miss ' to the locality. The experience of the 
Alice F. Madigall and Robt. M. LawMs : highway department in hiring labor is time limit the size of their issues. . _  „  _Mr. Barrett; The limitation of the size of the news-1 Misses Buzzell, 74 Court street.
both of this town, were married on ! that men who live near the cities or j went to Portland some months ago and j papers is the chief desideratum, since Mrs. Louis Dalton will be chairman
serious surgical oper- ' tbat alone will contribute to the|0f the program on National Music.
cities, demand more pay thau they do atlon. Thls operat,on was nuccea.f.1. [ ^ s T ^ b r o i X a t o S T h T O d r ^ 'o f  ' Progr» m "  follows:
Thursday morning at 7.30 at St. Mary’s ! rather where the work is nearer the submitted to a 
Catholic Church.
The ceremony was performed by : in the country districts. but before he had fully recovered his the smaller papers in the country arej^aper:
"That the leak on the eastern alco- i Rev. Fr. P. M. Silke. followed by J oi tbe work t0 be done next year health and strenght he was attacked not to find themselves unable to \ 
holic front has got beyond control by | nuptial mass. The couple was un- will be federal aid jobs because of the wJth gril)> which proved too much for Publish becaijse  ^of lack of the raw March:
2 »  5 ? ;! attended and only the immediate |fa( t that the federal government par- his Iowered vitality. ' “ Th^daH^newspaper®at 2 centfand |
ticipates in the cost ot the const! uc- Mr. Oarrett was the son of Mr. John the Sunday newspaper at 5 cents are ! Vocal Duet:tion Is shown plainly enough by the , .. ,size of the stream of whiskey that i8 | families wen-, present. The bride who
National Music Mrs. Louis 
Dalton
“America Forever” Mrs.
Hussey
“ Maryland, my Mary-
flowing light down the middle of pro-: was gowned in a traveling costume of !t>°n. Projects are being pur into shape j >a rr, 11 whose death at the home of today the cheapest commodities which | land Misses
- - - 1 ----- - **-- * -1 — 1 ...... ....  the public can purchase. Taking into:hibitlon Maine. When the flood gets dark blue trimmed with light fur and 
Mywhere near Bangor Sheriff Fernan-iwith t t0 Mat(.h. was glven 
dec manages to mop up some of it,
but he can't be expected to get all of by her brother. James ( ’. Madigan. 
it, tor the stream always flows silently Following the ceremonv breakfast was 
and by night, drying completely up In served rt which the happy couple 
the daylme. There are no better «"n ,  ^ t .
dodgers in the world than the whiskey Jott by automobile tor a wedding trip 
runners in their fights from the booze of a few weeks to Boston and other 
border. cities.
On Tuesday night at about 8.30 Dep- The groom who is one of Houlton’s 
nty Sheriff Noddin and Lawrence over-: prominent young business men. was 
hauled two Cadillac cars between La- *; . _  * aa , . a. ...
grange and Howland and on Wednes- jborn ln Houlton' attended the public 
dav noon brought the cars to Bangor | schools of the town and is a graduate 
Jail with their contents. .360 bottles of !0f Bowdoin college and Harvard Law 
whlakey labeled •'Canadian Club- The ! gch00, He ,s t ent servlnR .,s 
deputies were motoring along the high-1 . .. . . .,
way when thew saw two approaching jone of the selectmen ot the town, 
cars suddenly slop and then back at j During the war, Mr. Lawlis was unable 
a furious rate, one being ditched ln an ;to enlist on account of a slight physical attempt to turn. The Officers reached [ defect bM ful, a8sumed his part ot 
the cars quickly, but not in time to get „ a ..a good look at their drivers who (led war wortt at home For three >'ears 
into the woods. A brief examination | he has been most generous in giving 
discosed the reason for the precipitate | his time to help the soldiers family 
flight—the cara iarried 24 burlap eackn aHd aadressing meetings in the 
each contalng 15 bottles of whiskey. «  i
The cars are registered as being own-! interest of the Red Cross, serving m 
ed by Clarence I. Richardson and Win- j a most capable manner on tht Homo 
field L. StroUt o f Bangor. Service committee of Southern Aroos-
Both cars and whiskey have been 
libeled and the case will be heard in 
the municipal court, at a time not yet 
fixed. It is thought that the whiskey
took chapter in the work which he 
still has an active part.
Miss Madigan is the only daughter
came from the vicinity of Van Buren I of the late Judge and Mrs. John B. 
It Is worth at the present Bangor retail j Madigan. She also was born in Hon) 
prices «3 to 111 a bottle, which would |ton and attended the public schools of : 
make he value of the seizure about i 4 4 _ . . . . .$8 4^00.” ' tbe town> later finishing her schooling ,
One of the great drawbacks to ' *n Boston. She is a young woman ol 
•■totting the Prohibition law in this j charming personality and possesses, 
section of the state is the proximity j manY friends.
to the Canadian line, for unless the i ----------------------
officials of both the State and Canada j W. C. T. U.
work in conjunction there is not much 
chance of close enforcement. Be that
and presented to the federal govern­
ment for approval as fast as possible, 
and the highway commission plans to 
let contracts at as early a date as the 
work is in a condition to let. With 
this thought in mind. th<> highway 
commission early in Septemb«*r let. a 
contract for 9.3a miles of bituminous 
'macadam road in the town of Vassal 
| boro, Kennebec county. The eon- 
j tractor has been able to lay practically 
i all of his culverts this fall and do part 
j of the heavy grading.
Letting work early or in anticipation 
of next season's construction allows 
the contractors plenty-of time to make 
all the arrangements for getting equip­
ment on the job. for securing all neces­
sary materia] and other details before 
the actual building begins. It is 
thought that this may tend to lower 
prices tis in many cases contractors 
can deliver and stack alongside the 
roads gravel, stone and sand during 
the winter months when their teams 
otherwise would not be busy and when 
large loads can be hauled on wheels.
Because of the lack of funds but 
20 1-2 miles of road were constructed 
during the present year. ThL work 
consisted entirely of finishing up con­
tracts outstanding at the end of the 
year 191S. This work was located 
as follows: Winthrop. three miles; ( 
Richmond, three miles; Winslow, two 
miles; Mattawamkeag, six miles; Cam­
den. two miles; Dedham, one mile; 
Bowdoinham and Topsliam. three and 
one-half miles.
A telegram was received by the state
the deceased occurred Saturday, the 
Sih inst. He was about C>r> years of 
age. and was born in the Parish of 
Wick low,  N. IP. but Inis been a resi­
lient of Bridgewater since he was a 
young man. During practically all 
tiiis time he has lived on the home­
stead where he died. Of late years, in 
connection with his son. Denison, he 
lias largely extended his farming op­
erations. The combined holdings of 
t'other and son represented a large 
tiact. made by successive additions 
of surrounding land.
Alberta Knox and 
Kathleen Wiley 
“Our Union Forever” 
Mrs. Fred Barton 
“We’re tenting to-night” 
Miss Vena Smith 
solos, including “The Star 
sung by
account not only the high cost of news- ;y oca] golo' 
print but also the very heavy increases ! 
in the cost of mechanical production ; 
which publishers have to mdet. the Piano Solo: 
price of newspapers is ridiculously 
■low. Unless the radical reforms recom­
mended by the A. N. P. A. are adopted
by all newspaper publishers it is only ; Spanged Banner will be 
a question of time when the public Houlton’s young tenor. Phil Dempsey, 
will be compeled to pay 10 cents for The following Board and Committees 
the large Sunday issues and perhaps j , . elected to serve for th«
5 -certainly 3 --cents for the daily! . n eiectea 10 serve ror tno 
issues. This situation was predicted j visaing year:
. by the Herald some months ago. Board—President, Mrs. Horace
The A. N. P. A. urges an increase in ; Hughes, Vice President, Mrs. Wilford' 
the selling price of newspapers all 
. along the line, but makes no specific Fullerton, Secretary, Miss Marion E.
Mr. Barrett is survived by a wife recommendations in reation to the Buzzell, Treasurer. Miss Margaret 
who was Miss Etta Collins of Bridge- price of advertising. It advises against . Monaghan. Cor. Secretary, Mre.
water, and bv the following children. ' the Practice of making yearly con- Uamilton Dyer. Auditor. Mrs. Harry'tracts tor advertising at a fixed rate. T u- iAirs Myron Williams. Presque Isle; 1)r0p0. ing instead that all advertising -VlShou- Director. Mr. J. H. Lindsa>.
Mr. Fred Barrett, Palmyra: Mrs. rates Ik* adjustable monthly or Program Committee Miss Louise 
Flora Stacy, of Lagrange; Mrs. Ar- quarterly. And in urging that publish- N. Buzzell, Chairman. Miss Doris L.
ers limit the size of their issues it in 
effect advocates placing a limit upon 
the quantity of advertising to be 
carried and upon the size of individual 
advertisements.
In his address to the association 
President Glass said that newspaper 
advertising rates “have always been . 
teemed citizens of his town, too low and are still too low." It is Mrs. Lawrence G. Ludwig. Airs. E. E.
thur W<Mch. who was living at home 
at (he rime of her father's death and 
Denison Barrett, who lias been asso­
ciated with him in his farming oper­
ations.
Mr. Barrett was one of the most 
highly
Buzzell. Aiiss Helen McKay, Miss 
Margaret Hanson.
Membership Committee—Airs. Fair­
banks, Chairman. Airs. Alfred Mc- 
Cready. Aiiss Marion G. Cleveland. 
House Committee—Mrs. Thad Grant,
in his ((immunity. To his family, 
wherein his chief interest centered 
and whose comfort and welfare were 
hi- constant and devoted care, his 
death will be a great affliction, re­
devotion and the cheer and sunshine 
which characterized the family life.
Mrs. Chas. P.
On Thursday, Nov. 20. a very 
interesting meeting of the W. ( ’ . T. U
M It may^ there seems to be plenty iw^g held. Community work was; highway commission Saturday that 2u 
of Canadian liquor coming into Maine, djSCUgged and pians made to assist in inew Packard three-ton trucks recently 
if It COOtlniies long 'enough wor]( Reports were given from ' alloted to Alaine by the department of
the superintendent of the work of the j agriculture at Washington were ready roads, offerings in the Aroostook mar- 
Union Signal and Star in the East, | for shipment from Buffalo. N. A. ket have been light during the past 
and a good deal Of it will be paid tor |also a report of jail meetings. Information recently received at the week. The demand is good with a firm
by eitiaeut Of the United States. Thrift stamp work was brought j department from the Bureau of Public market. The price to farmers ranges
panada will be able to clean up a 
nice sum each year on her war debt,
and a man who will be greatly missed clear that to these low rates is due Churchill.
to the volume of advertising that has < Press Committee- 
necessitated large issues an.l h a s . " * ^  *
brought about the present inordinate .
drain upon the newsprint supply which Junior Committee Mrs. Leigh 
has proved so costly to publishers and Ebbett, Chairman. Mrs. L. O. Ludwig.
is responsible for the impending news- j ______________
, . print shortage. In view of this
moving lrom their home one who was shortage it is of vital importance that 
not only its prop and stay, but the all publishers take to heart and put 
source of much of the spirit of mutual into Immediate effect the businesslike
. recommendations of the American 
Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
Readers of the TIMES will under- musical, “ Afv Soldier Girl,” coming to 
stand the position County newspapers the Temple Theatre Thanksgiving day 
are placed in. and while at present.; Thursday matinee and night Nov. 27. 
the price of this paper will remain as The gorgeous costumes are fashion 
it is. the number of pages must be plates of the latest design, the novel 
limited to 12 in order to conserve numbers are staged under the careful
CLEVER MUSICAL SHOW 
COMING MY SOLDIER GIRL'
The most talked of musical show 
of the entire season is the brilliant
POTATO CROP IS
BIG AND FINE
On account of the conditions of the
If this liquor is being smuggled, they 
are violating the Federal law and the 
Itoderal governmentf should get busy.
news stock.
PRESS
before the m eeting and several names j Roads at Washington indicates that ‘ around $3.7f>. With the approaching 
added to the thrift agreement. ; the expenditure throughout the conn- holidays, it is expected that the mar-
H IT  BY PAPER FAMINE 
(Literary Digest)
Destruction threatens the small
On account of the evangelistic meet-j try this year for hard sui fated high- het demand will fall off, with a pos-, daily and weekly newspapers “because i-
direction of one of our best ballet 
masters, and the feature novelties are 
many, “ Flirtation Walk,” an illuminat­
ed run-board extending from the stage 
nearly half way to the rear wall of 
the theatre and the many numbers
In
If it is not being smuggled the County | inga the next regular meeting of the | ways, exclusive of gravel, sand, t lay , sibility 
•ntboritles seem to*be loafing on th ejw . C. T. U. will be omitted. Voted to 
* * .  | hold meetings at the homes of mem-
The reason why more liquor seems Jbers during the winter months, 
to be coming across at Van Buren j Garments to make for the Armenians 
then at the other crossing points on was given out by the president. Next 
the line, is that in^Canada the control j regular meeting occurs on Dec. 18.
o f 11m sale of liquor is vested in the ----------------------
courtle*. St. Leonards Is In Victoria HOULTON HIGH SCHOOL NOTES
County and the enforcement there 
evidently is more lax than in Carleton 
County, which we are more familiar
with.
MRS. W. H. WEBBER
On Friday morning a girl’s chapel I 
was held. Mrs. Thornton gave a very ; 
interesting talk on education, books, 
etc. Miss Mulcaster rendered a vocal 
solo accompanied by Miss Hanson and , 
Beatrice Hackett.
T ’-vo fine pictures have been given to ; 
the school by Dr. Putnam.
The Basket Ball Team came out last . 
Thursday and it sure looks good for I 
the coming season. Niles, O’Donnell.
and similar types, will total approxi­
mately $138.000,000. The largest total 
amount for like purpose was $163.0(10.- 
000 in 1916.
Available funds for the year 1920 
from state and federal governments 
now in sight amount to $633,000,000, 
which indicates by far the largest 
activity ever prevailing in highway 
construction work in the United 
States.
introduced on the “walk” offer new 
ol a lower pr.ee. : of their inability to obtain news-print." an(| amuslng entertainment, while an
his .top report. V. A, Sanders,, declared Representative Reavis, o f , aeria, fl|ght moon dallce at the towD 
held aitent. pels the a, . enge of Arnos-! Nebraska on the floor of the House |fete> „  (Rumination of New
took po.atoes at .a.hOO; the average: recently, and he added that the i York city and bewitching “pony" 
y.eld at all bushels and the county a distress of the small papers is due to | ba„ et ln the PollfeS. are a few ol the 
crop at 19.000.(100 bushels. The crop the fact that the manufacturers ot i feature novelties 
of tbe who!.' state is 21.812,000 bushels news print-the grade of paper used! An“ elaborate' production w i t h  
Last month it seemed that Aioos- i in newspapers— are refusing to nil the g0rge0US costumes form a back-ground 
tooks average yield would be around orders of small publishers in order to ; for a brilliant cast and blg -ponv”
h^ v e |aieH Die requirements of metropolitan ballet> who preSent the big spectacle
in all its merry-making. There are
News o f  the death of Mrs. W. H.
Webber, Fredericton, N. B., a former 
resident of Houlton was received here 
with sadness last Wednesday.
For 25 years she with her husband . Smith and Ervin seem to be just where 
lived in Houlton where she was | tbey ieft off last year, 
respected by a large number of friends, j Mrs. Horace Hughes gave a wonder-
About a year ago Mr. and Mrs. ] ful solo in chapel Alonday morning. 
Webber removed to Fredericton to j Ralph Blake gave an account of the 
make their home with their niece, , money raised by the Athletic Associa- 
Mrs. J. B. Kelleen. jtion this year.
Besides her husband she is survived . Thanksgiving vacation will start on 
by one sister, Mrs. Joseph O’Brien of Thursday 27, for two days.
Old Town and four brothers, George ----------------------
and Nicholas Sharkey of Woodstock. \ LETTER OF APPRECIATION 
N.B. end Nell and Michael of Montana. | The Aroostook Hospital wishes to :
Funeral services were held Friday. I express, in behalf of the soldiers, its j
______________  I appreciation to the International Apple j
Shipper’s Association for the box of j 
tempting looking and delicious eating ; 
apples received from Hannlford Bros, j 
Portland, Maine
LECTURE POSTPONED
The lecture which was to have been 
delivered by Hon. Peter W. Collins 
hi the H. H. S. Auditorium on 
Thanhegtvtag night, under the auspicis 
of Honlton Council, K. of C., has been 
and the date will be an- 
lnter.
Hr* Cofltos received a sudden call 
,khich prevents his feeing 
the date scheduled.
m c niae i
m ss:"
National Apple day, Nov. 6th, was 
worthily observed in 1917 and 1918 by 
this Association who shipped thou­
sands of bbls. to the front and this 
year their compliments were paid in 
like manner to all returned soldiers 
and sailors with whom they could get 
in touch.
WHAT HOULTON BOYS ARE 
DOING AT THE U. OF M.
Fred Webb is ; member of \I;iiii“ 's 
'Cross County Team that won Be­
st ate championship ami ti«'(| Wi!Iiani-; 
for second place in the New England 
Cross County run.
Leonard McNair was the star player 
on the Freshman team last Saturday, 
making two exceptional good pla;  ^
that netted about 22 yards each for the 
I'Yeshmen.
Due to injuries he received playing 
against Fort AIcKinley he was unable 
to play on the varsity.
Laurence Blake has recently Ix-en 
elected to the Junior Prom. Committee. 
He holds several other responsible 
positions besides this. Business Alan- 
ager of the Prism, his class year hook, 
a member of the Blanket Tax Com­
mittee and Athletic Editor of 
Maine Campus.”
Richard Stuart was iniatied into the 
Phi Kappa Slgm ,^ Fraternity last week.
22n bn sheL. but
run above earlier judgments. The dail ies.  But the Rochester “ Democrat 
crop is especially fine in quality and and Chronicle’’says tiie Representative 
appeared in souk* places js mistaken if he thinks newspapers
,in large cities are having easier
rot. which ha
is not considered serious.
Up (o Oct. 7. Maine had shipped 
3.7(0 cars, compared with 2,(>20 tjie 
('.line (late last year. Potatoes are 
rolling somewhat in other Alaine 
counties; in New Hampshire and in 
Vermont; and very rapidly elsewhere to be put in force.' 
in New England, dm1 to tin1 warm, 
wet September. The United States 
crop estimate is 350.070.000. compared 
with 349.ouo,ono last month. 400.10 .- 
one last year, and 381,7 1.000 average 
for the live vears 1914-18.
some twenty musical hits, including 
“Aly Soldier Girl.” “Jasper’s Ragtime 
Band.” “That Dixie Wedding Tune.” 
“Wrap Ale in a Bundle of Love” and 
“Won't You Be My Beau,” which are 
! the popular favorites.
sledding, and “'it is a question whether . 
the time will not soon arrive when 
more drastic economies, such as i 
reduction in tlu* size of papers and 
restrictions in circulation, will have by voluntarily restricting the size of
its daily issue to thirty-two pages until, 
That metropolitan dailies, too. are ! as it says, “the need for conservaion 
seriously affected by the present is past.” The Augusta “Chronicle,” 
shortage of news-print is brought out in a resume of the events leading up 
in the recent statement of a New York ! to the present crisis, from the “halcyon 
newspaper publisher in the “ Fourth (days when you paid 15 cents for beef-
TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
Get your seats reserved early for 
“The Soldier Girl" Thanksgiving 
matinee and evening.
Next Wednesday. Dec. 3rd at tin1'article, an expert, after a 
Temple the Big Roosevelt Picture,' of the existing situation in the news­
showing Theodore Roosevelt from the (paper publishing field, comes to the 
cradle to the White house, a picture j following conclusion: “The time has 
-pbe ; that every American should see. Don’t j arrived to charge higher rates and to 
forget the date, two days Wednesday j encourage advertisers to use space
Estate," that he was forced to omit 
about forty columns of advertising, 
(representing a loss of approximately 
$5,000) from one issue of the paper 
because it was impossible to 
enough paper. The writer of the
summary
Houlton Lodge of Elks will give 
their usual Thanksgiving dinner to 
the children of the town, who would 
otherwise not have one. O. B. Buzzell 
has charge of the affair, assisted by a 
competent committee.
and Thursday, Dec. 3rd and 4th.
Seats going fast f o r '“The Soldier 
Girl," Thanksgiving matinee and 
evening. Get yours early.
The Ladies’ Circle of the Congrega­
tional Church will meet next Friday 
afternoon at the Church Parlor. Please 
remember the change in day: Friday 
instead of Wednesday.
more conservatively.”
Already the Chicago "Tribune,” 
realizing that a slackening of the 
present meagre supply might have 
serious consequences to both large and 
small dailies, and that the present 
normal demand is perhaps 25 per 
cent, greater than the supply, with 
prices on a famine basis, has led the 
j way in the movement for conservation
steak and $6 for flour; when sugar 
sold for 5 cents and you could get the 
best pair ofi^  shoes in town for $5,”  
says in an editorial in which there 
buy j is an underlying note of seriousness: 
“ In the olden days white paper 
cost from two to three cents per 
pound. Now it costs from six to eight. 
It requires a pound of paper for every 
64 pages, or in other words eight 
eight-page papers weigh one pounds 
With the newspaper men there is thof 
high cost of paper, the high cost of ink  ^
the high cost of type, the high cost 
of labor, the hig cost of delivery, and 
a half dozen other high costs, more 
or less material. But the high cost o f  
paper which has risen in price several 
hundred per cent., is what is most 
disturbing just now, though those 
other high costs are sufficient to rack , 
the brain and disturb the slumber.” ’
4
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THANKSGIVING
Life is yours. The world is yours, 
for all the good there is now—for all 
the good that ever wqs, you can lift 
up your voice In grateful praise on 
this forthcoming Thanksgiving day. It 
is a part of your life.
In all the world someone is doing 
something for you. The field that was 
tilled and planted in spring was a part 
yowe field. It may have been wheat, 
eotton, rice, corn, or many other things 
hot It was tor you. The miner digging 
tike coal, iron or any of the metals 
was working in part for you. The j 
great trees were felled and sawed and j 
brought to the mill in part for you. 
The ship at sea, the train speeding 
across the continent, the countless 
millions of lathes and wheels, the 
Intricate processes of chemists and 
manufacturers, all the new discoveries 
mil the new inventions, all the new 
Industry and activity In this wide 
world has in some way a bearing upon 
your life, upon your food and clothing, 
your shelter, your transportation, 
your education, your entertainment.
The Pilgrims who celebrated their 
drat Thanksgiving in this country 
were doing something for you. Had 
they done no more than to have 
created a day for general thanksgiving 
they would have rendered a real 
service to succeeding generations for 
which they could be rightly respected 
and honorably remembered.
But they did more than that—much 
more. So much more that to set it 
all out in concrete form and analysis 
would be but to start upon a history
| whom they talk determined to visit 
i California at the earliest possible mo- 
! merit." And so in spite of the fact 
i that they are 2T>()0 miles from the 
| center of population in this country. 
! they get more tourists than any other 
'state in the United States.
That probably is a pretty fair 
j statement of fact, as the people of Uali- 
j fornia have worked for the develop­
ment of their state with an enthusiasm 
j that can hardly he matched in any 
[other commonwealth. The things they 
have accomplished are a manifestation 
of what can be done not merely in a 
campaign of state boosting, but of 
promotion of the interests and advance 
of any local community.
If the people of Houlton use this 
untiring spirit of enthusiasm in telling 
about its advantages as a place to live 
and do business in. it will have its ef­
fect on visitors and on all whom they 
meet elsewhere.
Those who are looking for a place
ly. And the additional oxygen people Indianapolis .mu the manner in which 
will get into their system by breath- it was pro, laimed will he contrasted
111!
to
; cooler, fresher air will help them 
keep warm.
T H E  OLD WOOD FIRE
Those within reach of plenty of 
wood again are near tin* day of the 
old-time wood lire that sent the red 
sparks flying up the broad fireplaces 
the fire of dreams; and stories that 
whiled away the long winter evenings. 
There are many remembrances of it
with the most unfortunate outgivings 
of the American Federation’s Ex- 
eeutive Council at Washington and 
with the ill-considered remarks of Mr. 
Compers. The American s p l n i t  
triumphed at Indianapolis. Some
lie is the victim, the issue will have 
to he made with the public, and the 
public’.; lights to fight with every 
agency of law and power it has cre­
ated will not be questioned.
When the people understand their 
rightful place in such controversies, 
the class tyranny which certain groups
U. S. R. 
Director
R. A D M IN IS TR A TIO N  
General of Railroads
strange impulse, unknown to American ; are arbitrarily attempting to inflict up- 
thought and usage, prompted the 011 them will be courageously dealt 
Federation utterances ut Washington, i wlth and ultimately it will be driven 
Now the represetations or the into the consciousness of woud-be op-
miners concerning their wages and
in the columns of our weekly ex-J conditions of work can he considered, 
changes, and the ‘‘chimney corner," They will he considered. Secretary
pressors of the public that their bar­
barous and seditious conduct will | 
evoke the sternest measures to crush ; 
them. i
And the miners are going to learn , 
that no minority group or groups will !
made famous in literature is still the | of Labor Wilson has called operators 
loved resort of old fashioned country land miners into a conference which 
homes, and is even seen in the cities, ought to lead to settlement of the 
William Southern, of the Independ-1 controversy. The Government of the ; be permitted to dominate the Aineri- 
ence (Mo.) Examiner, has painted one j United States is not unjust; more j  can Republic. They are going to learn 
of the best of recent prose-pictures j than that, it is concerned that in- j that this is a Government of law, that 
of “ the cracking wood fire.” The best justice shall not prevail. It had an j our free institutions are to stand as 
of the poets who sing the winter sea- immediate concern in the coal strike long as there is a man to fight for them 
son could do no better than this: j when the law was violated. With and that revolutionary or anarchistic
| One always sees love and lovers in j great firmness and wisdom it has [ elements will feel the weight of the
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
T IM E  T A B L E
Corrected to September 29, 1919 
Trains Dally Except Sunday 
From H O U LTO N
8.28 a. in - For Fort Fairfield. Faribou 
Limestone and Van Buren.
9.23 a. m. — For Bangor. Portland and
Boston.
11.30 a. m.— For Ashland. St. Francis. Ft. 
Kent. Washburn, Presque Isle, Van 
Buren. via Squa Pan and Mapleton. 
1.40 p. m.— For Dover & Foxcroft, Green- 
vihe, Bangor, Portland and Boston 
6.26 j). m.— For Bangor. Portland and
Boston, Buffet Sleeping Car Caribou 
to Boston.
8.02 p. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Van Buren 
Due H O U L TO N
8.19 a. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban­
gor. Buffet Sleeping Car Boston to Caribou.
9.19 a. m.—From Van Burea, Caribou, Ft. 
Fairfield.
12.68 p. m.—From Boston. Portland, B&n- 
gor, Greenville, Dover A Foxcroft. 
2.64 p. m.—From St. Fcaacis, Ft. Kent. 
Van Buren. Washburn. Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
6.21 p. m.—From Van Buren, Limestone 
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
7.69 p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban-
the glowing coals of the sweet wood \ compelled respect for the law. There i people’s strenght.
fire. The warm gold flames tell of the j can bt  ^no doubt that now it will use : And they are going to learn that the tables giving complete informa -___  i w . _ _ tion may be obtained at tteket offices.
first flare of young love and the deep | its good offices to bring about the [ people of the Country, while deploring j p * * * e n * * r
red coals of the constancy of love tried j understanding and agreement which [ strife, disorder and the suffering which j 
and proven. 1 the President and the whole country so many innocent and unoffending vic-
weirdly desire. ! tints must suffer at times of industrial
upheaval, are not afraid of them, and
and courage, and wil provide in the [ grow stronger.
for residence or commercial purposes 
like to move into a town where there 
is such good community spirit. It 
gives them confidence in the future 
of such a place. They feel that it will
take hold of the problems of coming j And the visions of lovers
years in the same spirit of confidence j woven as the spell of the open fire ; ---------------------  ;
There is the gracious W E ARE LEARNING LES80NS ! that every resource they and their
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
future all the essentials of advanced 
civilization and comfortable and re­
fined living.
JOHN 0 . WILLEY, D. 0.
OSTEOPATHColonial maid in her quaint hoop Fortunately, there is a valuable les-; constituted authorities can command skirts. She sweeps a low courtesy to son to be learned in every great crisis, will be evoked to deal with the ene-
the powdered gallant who bows over and evidence is not wanting that the j mies within just as vigorously as they , ° raduate |f,^ h° ^ of ° 8t®°Pathy
Suite 10-11 New Maeonlc BulISlag 
Phone Hours 6 to 12— C to 6
her little hand. And the picture she Country will learn an important les- j were recently evoked to deal with the
makes as she goes up the broad stair- son in this—the miners on one side [ enemies without, 
way. candle in hand and. smiling, and the people on the other, for that' —— — — ■ 
turns for one more look! is the lineup: ‘ ‘The 500,000 coal miners
Then we see the Quaker maiden as of the United States against 110,000,-
BUY FRESH AIR j
‘‘Suppose some one had fresh air j 
for sale,” suggested a magazine. |
“What an educational campaign there j 
wduld be! What deadly parallels with j she sits spinning by the firelight, while 
reeking, germ-laden air pictured to her stern-faced young lovei, his du 
the left, and on the right the intoxicat- j fh‘s all forgot, watches the play of the 
mountain freshness with j flames on her cheek and neck, where
from the
H O U L TO N , M A IN E
ing joy of 
Blank's system of ventilation."
It is another reminder that with all 
this cost of living, one of the greatest 
luxuries in the world Is still free.
Perhaps it is just because it is free 
that fresh air remains a luxury to so 
many people, instead of being treated 
as the most necessary of all neces­
saries. It is time to call attention to
ly costs money in c old weather--that 
it must be paid for in additional fuel 
or clothing, or both. Very well! Sedl 
o f  our country in many volumes of [yourself some fresh air. At the worst, 
prodigious size. ; it costs less than doctor’s or under-
But the point is that whether you .taker’s bills, or the half-efficiency 
wish It or not, you who live even in that comes from a defective supply of 
so modest and quiet a w ay are doing j oxygen.
something each minute of your life j storm windows ami doors have their 
for someone else, and the whole world v..,„p< but (hpy (]o poc)(i ,ieal of harm
the subject now, at the onset of w in te r ,^  coming c h r istmas time t0 homes of 
—the season when the uncivilized and 
unhealthful tendency to bar fresh air 
from homes and public buildings is Hfe W()rth whilp
strongest. And the winter (ires, with the wind
Some will objec:t that fresh air real-t ringing in the chimney, will speak as
ever to the hearts of all.
The people are going to learn that , 
they have* been sleeping on their 
right* in these strikes against the pub­
lic. They have endured physical hard­
ships and suffered great material loss 
because of these contests between cap- I 
ital and labor, with no redress what- j 
ever, and with no consideration what- j 
ever for their superior rights. They i 
are beginning to understand their I 
rightful place In such controversies, i 
and they are going to become a paitv j 
to these contests hereafter.
It makes no difference what organi- 
the present love and light of life and zation may he affected; when the pub- 
the sweet charities that help to make — — ■ ■ i i.. ■■   ..........
one little wilful curl escapes 
I smopth white cap.
! A fire in the open fireplace sets us 
! dreaming. It brings the flash of re- 
| hered joy; it sets its flames in the 
j heart of youth and softens th*> griefs 
! in the heart of age. 
j And that picture brings more visions 
[than those of the old-time days, now 
! that November’s winds are singing of
|l8 doing something for you. When w e 
stop to think about it. to fully realize 
It, though at first it may seem very 
Strange, at last it becomes very 
wonderful. It gives us a new thought 
about life and it surely makes us 
appreciate that with each year we 
have greater blessings, with no greater 
responsibilities. The world was made 
for us, and when we came into it we 
were given certain responsibilities to 
the world, to life, and to the Creator, 
that have never changed.
But as knowledge is much more 
easily obtained, the interchange of 
thought and opinion made easier and ( 
with greater freedom, we know more j
in many homes, hermetically sealing 
up the houses and forcing the oc­
cupants to breathe the same dead air 
over and over again. Doors and win­
dow’s that are leaky ■ -provided they 
are not too leaky are natural venti­
lators. Good air comes in on Urn low- 
er floor and got’ .; out upstairs. If all 
the leaks are stoppt d, there must be 
other ventilation provided. Fresh air 
must he fed into the furnace or some­
where elso direct from outdoors, and 
tho used air must be returned to th 
cleansing outdoors somehow or other.
It need not cost any more tue!. 
A good substitute for fmd is clothes. 
The American tendency is to dress too
about ourselves and other folks in this [ thinly jn (ht. wintei. an(, (h(M1 k(1(>
wonderful world and we grow to f<i,l 
a greater brotherhood and sisterhood, 
and we accept more responsibilities in 
common for ourselves and for those of 
the children of the world who are as 
we once were- -little folks.
We have learned so much since Iqst 
Thanksgiving. We have hail new 
thoughts, new’ hopes, new aspirations, 
new achievements. We have had so 
many, many things for which to he 
thankful that we can in all earnestness 
voice from our hearts a prayer of 
thanksgiving, and for peace, for a 
better understanding of life and our 
relationship to life.
p
houses cooler, and dress more warm-
T H E  LAW IS SUPREME
Admirable in form and worthy of 
oven higher praise- because of its 
spirit, tho statement made by the ex­
ecutive's of tile United Mine Workers  
at the close* of the meeting at which 
they prepared tin* communication  
withdrawing the strike order change’ s 
at one*’ Urn public attitude toward 
them and *< w a n l  their demands. “ W e  
are* Americans. W e cannot tight our 
Government."  That is Americanism,  
i: is a cenciasinn stated in an Am eri­
can way, ami the fact that it w is 
e*xpected makes ii no less d> 
of recoain't ion.
These rep; esentut ives of tie 
or- do not say merely the! I 
not gehng to resist the decree m 
1- > eUra 1 ('mill,  they dee-la i e t In I 
“« a a ' hi! !i a. b ! oar ( to vein m ein."  
a thing oiileide Die realm of i 
biHty. ]i -oitie among; them m; 
tirs! have- e oim -eb'd a <!iHVi<-at ,< 
tlngv must all rejoin ’ that reason ami 
respe'et tor law prevailed in the e n d .  
Inevitably, this elecisiem taken at
When
your brain 
works like a 
dog with three 
legs walks— 
you need
■i'\ ia;
a r
i In y 
It is
nr
Cold
relief
£  common cause of many coWs is the 
sudden checking of the unconscious 
perspiration by exposure to a change of 
temperature. Colds whether taking the 
form of i with sneezing, running 
nose. . iap« sore throat, or with
chilly .everish symptoms, should
never „„ ..eglected in the earliest stages. 
Serious illness often results from such 
neglect.
It is well to get early to bed, to get 
the body well warmed, and most im­
portant to have the bowels move freely. 
There is no safer or better remedy to use 
at the beginning of a cold than “ L. F. ” 
Atwood’s Medicine. Two 
to four teaspoonfuls will 
quickly relieve congested 
conditions, drive out im­
purities from the system 
and ward off further trou­
ble. Always keep a bottle 
in the house. Any dealer 
will supply you for fifty 
cents. If you have never 
used it, write today for 
a free sample to the 
“L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Maine.
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE 
129 Main St. Houlton, Mo.
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
Corner Pleasant Street and 
Highland Ave.
DR. L  P. RUCHES
Ransford W. Shaw Seth S. Thornton
SHAW & THORNTON
A TTO R N E Y 8
Prompt attention to all business 
Houlton, Main*
Piobate matters have Special 
Attentfoa
DR. F. 0. ORCUTT
D E N TIS T  
Fogg Block
DR. W. B. R0BEN
O S TE O P A TH IC  PHYSICIAN 
Suite 22, Mansur Block 
Tel. 156 Houlton, Maine
W E HAVE CO NFIDENCE
All the world knows that America j 
is In a chaotic condition, but not all 
o f the world believes that America has 
the brains, the will and the deter­
mination to bring sanity out of 
bedlam.
We, however, have confidence that 
such will be the final outcome of the 
present era of brimstone and brutality.
We believe the government at 
Washington, and the congress of 
ohosen representatives of the people, 
will arise to the patriotic heights 
necessary to restore order and fairness 
and Justice throughout this land of a 
aslf governed people.
We believe that the great mass of 
the American people will give to the 
government and the congress that 
loyal and unswerving support which 
Is necessary in this hour of national 
.travail.
We believe that every true American 
will exert his utmost to restore our 
country to that condition of tranquility 
which prevailed before this wave of 
sghatlon and unrest and profiteering 
angnlfed us.
Regardless of the present deplorable 
conditions, we have confidence in 
.America and American institutions.
H APPY CHILDHOOD
Childhood days are happy days to the robust 
child; they are intended to be days of^growth.
s c o r n  EMULSION
brings to a child that is not thriving, power that sustains 
strength— substance that d e te rm in e s  g row th . Scott's 
is concentrated tonic-nourishment which is readily assimi­
lated and transmuted into strength.
Give S cott's  Em ulsion  to growing children often.
The exclusive gTade of cod-liver oil used i-.i 5nott,E Emulsion is the famous 
’S. & B. Process.” made in Norway pihi refined in our own American 
Laboratories. It is a .Tiiarantec of puniy
An active brain must 
have pure blood, not 
poisoned with products 
of indigestion— or liver 
and kidney laziness.
Larsest Sale of Any Medicine in the World. 
Sold everywhere. In boxes, 10c., 2Sc.
J i
Full weight of tea in 
every package
REDROSE
TEAis good tea’
S o ld  o n ly  in  sea led  p ack a ges
md j.alatnbiKy unsurpassed, 
wne, Bloomfield, N. J. 1943B
-CALIFORNIA SPIRIT”
A representative of a real estate 
development company In a recent 
tM r a u  urged his hearers to get more 
« f  what he called the “California 
qpirlt” He said the people of 
California are the best advertisers and 
boosters in the world.
‘“They have talked California,” he 
continued. “ lived California, breathed 
California, for so long that they 
believe there Is no place on earth so 
gpood aa California. Wherever they go 
th of talk of the glories of California 
i t  earnestly and so much from the 
goal that they leave everyone with
If you want to make good 
health a habit— and coffee 
interferes, try a change to
P O STU M
— the wholesome table-drink 
with a rich coffee-like flavor.
You’ll find Postum satisfies 
without any penalty.
Boil for fifteen minutes after 
boiling begins.
D e l i r i o u s .  R e f r e s h i n g .  E c o n o m i c a l .  
Tw o sizes, usually sold at 15c and 25c
Made by
Postum Cereal Company
Battle Creek, Michigan j
T h e  S t u r d y  B u i c k  F r a m e
Instantly, you notice the sturdy construction o f this 
important Buick Vatue-in-Head m otor car unit
Which, under the watchful eyes of Buick engineers, for 
nearly twenty years has been developed to a high stand­
ard of perfection and efficiency.
Wonderful processes of steel stamping, heat treating 
and electric rivet welding, give a construction upon which 
rests largely, those satisfying qualities of comfort, safety 
and durability.
A  reputation gained by years of constant daily usage, 
under extreme stress and strains is proven evidence of 
endurance and workmanship.
m m  BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT B8JHCK WILL SHIELD TOEM
» . .  5 .  B C c l I l l  • Distributor for Aroostook County
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STUDENTS HALT
HINDENBURG CAR
Pan-German students refused to 
permit Field Marshal von Hindenburg 
tm enter the Reichstag building in 
Herlin to testify before the subcom­
mittee. which is investigating war 
responsibilities, and forced the field 
marshal's chauffeur to return with the 
Homier commander-in-chief to his 
home. |
The demonstration occured as the: 
held marshal’s automobile was being j 
driven toward the Reichstag building, j 
The students surrounded it and de-1 
ctered their resolution not to allow I 
Mm to be questioned by the subcotn-1 
mlttee. I
Bogs to Be Allowed to Pass 
Von Hindenburg begged the students 
o clung to the running board of the 
machine, to allow the automobile to 
poos, as he was due at the Reichstag. 
The students replied by ordering the 
ahraet closed, declaring they would not 
the sub-committee to interrogate
| him. Again Hindenburg protested, but 
| without avail.
| It was a nationalist demonstration 
for both Von Hindenburg and Hen. 
Ludendorff, and for a time it asumed 
serious proportions. The crowd which 
gathered consisted mostly ot students 
of both sexes, who carried with them 
an old German fiag.
When Von Hindenburg\s automobile 
was waylaid the crowd cheered both 
him and Lundemlorff, and shouted 
“Down with the Jewish government."
After Von Hindenburg’s protests 
that he be allowed to proceed were 
denied, the automobile slowly began 
to pierce its way through the crowd 
toward the Reichstag. Thousands of 
persons followed, singing "Die Wacht 
am Rhein” and “ Deutschland uber 
Alles.”
There also were shouts of “ Brothers 
we will not allow such a disgrace!” 
“For us there is only one Kaiser and 
Empire!” And "We will not endure 
that our glorious kaiser be besmirch­
ed !”
Along the route was a statue ot the 
i former emperor, the name on which 
was hidden under a canvas. The 
j students tore off the canvas with cries 
| of “ Hoch” for the one-time ruler and 
j the empire.
j As the Reichstag building was 
I reached a student sprang on the run 
j ning hoard of Von Hindenburg s 
; machine and delivered an impassioned 
| speech, dealing with Von Hindenburg's 
! services to the fatherland, and demand- 
|ing of the mob that it should do its 
i utmost to prevent his appearing before 
“ stupid youths'’ of the sub-committee.
Finally, Von Hindenburg, seeing the 
futility of endeavoring to claim the 
mob, permitted the chauffeur to drive 
home. First, however, he thanked the 
crowd for the respect to him implied 
by the demonstration. In official 
quarters it was announced that the 
students had violated the conditions 
imposed by martial law and that troops 
would he ordered to suppress any 
similar demonstrations.
A
<>1
Save Time and Potatoes— Money for the Farmers
BOGG’S POTATO GRADER
' #  * '■>
The law  requires the grading of potatoes and this machine does 
-------------------------- the work—Call and see i t ---------
J A M E S  S .  P E A B O D Y  I-Ioulton, T^aine
§
w»
■d
hi
f.
i r
!TSiESC
L o o k  a f t e r  Y o u r  H u s b a n d  j
B o y  h i  s
U n d e r w r
at
RICHARDS BARGAIN BASEMENT
You will save money for him and save him time and 
----------------------------------trouble
W e  are going to close out the following numbers
Our Profit from  
all Sources
The American Public does not believe all it reads.
It insists on being shown.
W hen Swift & Company says its profits are only 
a fraction of a cent per pound, many believe we are 
not telling the whole story—that there are hidden 
profits.
Here Are The Facts:
Our net profit on our entire business for the year 
1918 amounted to only 1.76 cents per dollar of sales, 
or less than one-half cent per pound, and
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
Included profits from  hides and all oth er 
by-products.
Included profits from  all sundry side-lines.
Included profits on all subsidiary corporations.
T o  sum up— it included the entire profit from  
every source o f  revenue in w hich  
Sw ift & C om pany has any interest. 
There are no other profits.
Furthermore our accounts have been checked and 
certified annually by leading public accounting firms.
Swift & Company is sincerely trying to get the 
facts before the public. If you have any questions re­
garding our business—write us—and we will do our 
best to answer them. In discussing the packing 
business be sure you have the facts and that you are 
not unintentionally spreading misinformation.
If you get the facts we have no doubt as to 
the verdict.
Use Red Cross 
Christmas Seals
Swift & Company, U. S. A.
H ou lton  L oca l Branch, 74 B an gor Street 
H . E. M ishou, M anager
Waiting the W ord 
from You
The last week or two before 
Christmas is always a very un­
satisfactory time to do your 
shopping, because this year, 
more than usual we expect an 
unprecedented demand for all 
kinds of useful gifts such as can 
be found at our store
To avoid the disappointment of 
finding certain articles being 
“sold out” we are makingg 
special arrangements to handle 
what we term anticipated sales
You may make your gift selec­
tion— make a reasonable deposit 
on same— and we will hold the 
article subject to your order, 
until Christmas, think it over.
We feel that our selections in 
the Garment line for Fall and 
Winter trade will meet with your 
approval— as we have made a 
strong effort to buy those gar­
ments that combine wear, style 
and fair prices.
Men’s W ool Union Suits, good heavy 
quality, w orth  considerably m ore than 
w e ask. Prices are
*2.69 to *4.25
G. W. Richards & Co.
“ B argain  B asem en t”
25 M arket Square Houlton, Maine
ERMAN
Cl o a k  S t o s s
NO-5 9  MAIN S T
Houlton • Ma in e
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The_ Central Maine1 
f Pover Company 
r must grow 
to meet the needs of a prosperous tenltoru
Central Maine P ow er
\
i
\m
any
serves a large, rich and growing territory
Behind your investment in C . M. P 7 per cent Preferred is a Company Now Supplying 88  
Villages, Towns and Cities in Maine— in a Territory of Wonderful Industrial and Com­
mercial Possibilities. Its Preferred Stock offers exceptionally safety— and a 6 1-2 per
cent net yield
YOUR investm ent in Central Maine Pow er Company 7 per cent Pre- terred Stock has behind it a big 
and su bstan tia l com pany, serving a 
great and grow ing territory.
A lready 88 cities, towns and villages 
in Maine are supplied by  this Company 
—and the list |is grow ing. From  Bath 
and Brunswick, the Com pany’s terri­
tory  stretches north to M oosehead 
Lake, a distance o f 110 miles. From 
points a few  m iles east o f the Penobscot 
to thh A ndroscoggin  it stretches east 
and west, a distance o f nearly 70 miles.
This territory  will prosper am az­
ingly. The m anufacturing w orld  has 
felt the pinch o f coal shortage and 
heard t-.e threat o f labor troubles. 
Many are m oving to the m ore favored 
locatities they can find in Maine.
In C. M. P. territory, m anufacturers 
can be reasonably sure of a good supply 
o f satisfied labor. They can be perfect­
ly  sure o f a vast supply o f hydro-elec­
tric pow er at a reasonable price.
Because of this, the 88 cities and 
towns served by  the Central Maine 
Pow er Company w ill w itness a w on d er­
ful grow th through the next decade.
those w ho invest their m oney in 
Central Maine Preferred are getting a 
safe, conservative investm ent and are 
helping the Company finance the line 
extensions and the pow er developm ents 
which have been made and are being 
made to meet the industrial and com ­
m ercial grow th o f its territory.
W e  sh ou ld  b e  g lad  to  send  y ou  fre e  and w ith ou s ob lig a tion  
p rin ted  m atter g iv in g  som e n ew  in form a tion  a b ou t v this 
p op u la r secu rity . T h is s to ck  pay) { 6  1-2 p er  cen t n et
Central Maine Power Company
Augusta, Maine
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> the individual may select. It the j i .nplo.> > :s of laoor ought to promptly a;,ai.u-t them, as, under the tyranny of | and records. 
1 individual ha - an income i $1. >' * he p lose down their 1 its. long a; ik uk. hip which pertains to me sc 
should . e co..:; ell 1 to in e-.t : 1<:) in ; bor continu ; to \ in it lemur . , u .ion;. !l. »y had little cl mice but to
some mi * oap.t il. 1 wing him , wit 1? :: msatl i !e as t • « g >e ike. . * defeat in th»n t vo st;i : a
complete liberty of choice us to wnui and tm> womo. JVL.non.s oi in van it..Lari* i.> not > pecially a rein;.,. to t .m
You get more milk 
from your rows and you don t keep 
co .v.s that aren’t making good just be­
er 'sc you i.rn’t 1' (ov wb * they re il­
ly are doing.
IDE POOR AS CAPITALISTS
Next to personal liberty the one 
tktaf without which life is not worth 
itvtag, is capital. Without it we
should merely exist as do the animals, tha(. torm slluil be a.nd complete liberty , ly idle men and women would have a .workers themselves, but a square blow Why not? That is the only way a
business gets anywhere. That’s why 
Wisconsin cows and Wisconsin dairies 
mean something. A firm in Waukesha
since the earliest times in ancient With the West rising en masse paid $10,000 for a cow the other day 
India. against the 1. W. W., righteously I and it wasn’t because she smiled at
“The best interests of all may soon incited to exterminate these enemies ( them, either, but because they knew
have no right to spend or withdraw 
his capital. Its continued existence in 
some form is a public necessity. The
sleeping In caves, eating wild fruits. tQ change the f0rm whenever and as!quickly sobering effect on labor as a at Bolshevist despotism, endeavored 
A house is capital, a suit of clothes oft(m as he peases. He should receive j whole; infinitely more so than all the to be put over American workingmen 
Is capital, stored foods are capital, a the Jncome of hls savings, but should (moral precepts that have been uttered by revolutionary leaders, 
ban and arrow are capital, a fishing 
rod Is capital. Anything whatever is 
capital If its value lies in continued 
use as distinguished from immediate 
consumption.
FOr civilized life a large amount of m u c j 1 as Qne deposits collateral for a j application of a desperate remedy are i American soldiers in a parade, we are
evidence of ownership should be demand a serious industrial depres- of the Republic and of civilization by 
deposited with some State official j sion. Courage and decision in the j the dastardly sniping and killing of
capital is necessary. It Is needed for 
transportation, for railroads, trolleys, 
reads, bridges, ships, and automobiles. 
It is needed for hospitals and other
buildings for public uses, or sc ° °  s> we now ]tnow hjm would not wholly 
far industry, for ous ng e^  peop e^ ’ disappear, since some individuals
It is needed for pu c u es’ °J might voluntarily save more than 10
MffkL dra nage, te ep ones an p0r cent, but he would be shorn of his 
telegraphs. It is needed for every form powep OVBr men,s Uve8> and the capltal,
which is as necessary to the nation 
as the air it breathes, would be in
, , large part owned by the people as a
p a te n t on a supply of capital in some . wh0]e Bvery man wouM be a
market and nowhere else in the world
Moreover, capital always reduces the can m(mey be so qttlcWy obtalned.
coet o f living. The more capital any The danger ,8 ot 3erlously affectlng
community has the lower Is Its cost of the w„ oIe business structure, through
loan at the bank as a guarantee that • fast becoming imperative. Such a getting well along in clearing the way 
the conditions shall be faithfully ob- j course may alone conserve or restore for industrial prosperity, unhampered 
served. jthe proper Interests of millions of by the dangers of Bolshevist upheaval.
If this were done, the capitalist as (investors. Of course, every person who
she was worth it. They’ll get their 
$10,000 back, while men with cheap 
scrubs are wondering why they can’t 
make money in the milk business.
KEEP IT  SWEET
Keep your stomach sweet 
today and ward off the indi­
gestion of tomorrow—try
RmioidS
the new aid to digestion. 
As pleasant and as safe to 
take as candy.
MADE BY SCOTT A  BOWNE 
MAKERS OF SCOTTS EMULSION
•f production, for mines, manufactures, 
stores and farms. In short there is no 
o f human activity that is not de-
living. Increased capital means In- 
cressed efficiency, and increased effi­
ciency means a lower cost of produc­
tion. In this respect it is the exact op- 
pesjte of increased wages, which 
except to the extent that they 
represent increased efficiency of the 
worker, mean always a higher cost 
o f production.
There is at this time a great deal of 
popular feeling against capital and 
those who provide capital. In some 
ports of the world this takes violent 
form and results in the destruction of 
all forms of property. In our own 
country it finds more moderate ex­
pressions in legislation against the 
rich, and in a regulation of capital,
the practice of a too sudden and 
severe surgery upon a delicate part of 
the financial organization.
Getting Down to the Real Labor 
Problem.
owns a home, has a savings bank 
account, holds a life insurance policy, 
or a share in a building and loan 
association, is an investor; there arM 
113,384 investors in Pennsylvania 
Railroad stock holdings alone! And 
many million investors in Liberty 
bonds. The ‘Red’ shall not prevail 
against them.”
Outlook Clearing.
It may be said that the outlook is 
clearer for industrial peace than at 
any time for some months.
The disposition of the railroads is 
the most important long-distance 
problem before us. The arrangement 
between the British Government and 
the railroad companies provides for 
state control to continue as at pres-
T A K E  A  BOTTLE TO  CAM P
FOR EMERGENCIESAn Old Family 
Doctor's Favorite 
Prescription
It may require economic depression ent for (wo y<jarg after (he dec,ara 
to straighten out the heresies of the u<m of peace TMs includes paymen, 
times, but the success of Government Qf dividends ,0 rallroad sharehoiders.
action in the coal strike mar s a \ybatever may be clone here about con- 
distinct advance. Its good effects will tro, a guaranteed rental for a 
extend not only throughout the United (.onsi(lerable
BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
Relieves Colic, or Cramps. Good fpr 
Insect Bites. Nothing better Isr 
Sprain, Strains, Burns, Bruises, ate. 
An all around remedy. Sold Evesy* 
where. No poisons or opiates
States, but all over the world. It 
indicates that the majority of Ameri­
can workmen are not in favor of
essential.
period i s absolutely
J. S. BACHE & CO.
been suppressed and the red control of 
labor beaten out by the Government, 
the workingman’s situation will be 
the same as it was before. Something 
will have to be done for him, and 
harmony between the employer and 
the workman established in a real way. 
At the bottom of it all labor must be 
taught that benefits cannot come by 
legislation or magic, unsound re­
arrangement of the economic forces 
which amounts to partial, and in some the world; In other words, that the 
CAM total, confiscation of property. 1 t h i n g s  of life, comfortable living, 
Whatever the form in which this | more leisure, luxuries, must all be 
popular feeling is expressed, it learned in the sweat of the brow, that 
aaiounts to national suicide,
When all these large strikes have obtaining the benefits they desire b.
brute force. Even their leaders have 
been made to believe that the great 
power of public opinion is 
such methods.
THE BOSSY OF TODAY
We visited a dairy barn the other 
against | day just when the cows were coming 
About 20 of them there were, evm.
The Strike Leaders’ Defeat
The complete breakdown of the 
steel strike is shown by reports in the 
It j the only cure for the present ills is j steel and iron journals. The coal strike 
destroys civilization, it causes the high ( work—earnest, unstinted, freely given j passed without cutting down steel
a co-operation of all the talents of the production, and now that the
Once before the Government has j ery one with a place of her own. We 
exerted its power to overcome strikes. ' called it a barn, but we ought to have 
It was then the initiative of one man, 1 said milking parlor, for the floor was 
Grover Cleveland, that acted, but it concrete, there wore drains to keep it 
was as a leader of public opinion, not | olean and steel stanchions and every- 
as in this last instance, when the thing a cow likes to give her a sense 
power of the public enforced action. , ol reposeful elegance.
Nevertheless, the benefit is obtained. ! The man in charge knew his cows.
Tie knew their ancestors, too, and all i 
about them, just as well as your neigh-; 
bor knows about you. And he knew i
cost of living.
No doubt much of this feeling is due 
to a failure to distinguish between 
capita] and the capitalist, between the 
abstract thing and the personal em­
bodiment of it. Capital is always a 
beneficent force. The capitalist is not 
always a benefleient force. Hitherto 
tbe mass of our population has 
absolutely neglected the duty and 
necessity of providing the 
which is vital to our existence 
depended on the savings of a small 
part of the community, with the 
result tjiat a few men hold in thrall 
the live? and fortunes of the many. 
Something of the feeling against
man in charge and the man 
bench.
This is a difficult thing to
at the i is called off. an early increase in out- 
| put of pig iron and finished steel is 
teach {expected. Mills which were completely
world during five years of war. An now receiving returning workers m 
intelligent correspondent writes: “We > larger numbers than at any time sin< e 
all realize that rigid industrial unrest {then. For instance, at Youngstown, 
is widespread. Labor was never so 1 sixty per cent, of the open hearth 
extravagant, inordinate in demands, | furnaces are now in operation, accord- 
capital i inefficient, and red as it is today, when ing to the Iron Age. and twelve out 
It has i the crying economic and moral needs of twenty-five blast furnaces represent 
; of this country require conditions just ing over 50 per cent, of the pig iron 
the reverse of these. j capacity.
“ Probably the only general cor- That the coal miners ait1 not
rective of these adverse conditions j immediately returning to work is net 
will be in the operation of natural to he wondered at. when the pleasures
of a vacation from this discomforting 
work are considered. The claims of 
the workers will be reviewed under 
he thinks if such strikes should be-1 circumstancs favorable to them. Their 
come a success “ then many large action in striking is not laid up
what each cow could do, kept track 
of it in pounds of milk and percentage 
strike butter fat. No cow boarders in that 
stable. Any Bossy who is a credit to 
society and gives duo return is treated 
as a guest of honor. But if she can’t 
earn her way, sic* isn’t boarded free. 
That’s the value of good treatment
capital may be due to envy and flaw that of supply and demand, 
jealousy which the poor feel for those j The letter was written before the 
who are better ofT, but the real cause ! coal strike had been called off, and 
of the feeling is the power which is 
held by the few over the lives of the j 
many. “ Industrial slavery” is one of j 
the terms used to express this feeling.
The existence of this feeling is one 
of those deep human instincts which | 
are the saving grace of democracy. |
The popular expression of this instinct, i 
In so far as it takes the form of the J 
destruction of property and the xlis- J 
couragement of capital, is a misguided j 
effort entirely characteristic of the j 
ignorance and blindness of democracy, j
The remedy lies not in the destruc­
tion of capital, which is vital to our j 
existence, and beneficent in proportion j 
to its abundance, but in taking out of 1 
the hands of a small class the duty of 
providing It, in recognizing its 
fundamental importance, and in having 
the community itself, and every man 
in it, according to his ability, provide 
the capital necessary to our life and 
wellbeing.
Exact figures are not available, but 
It has been estimated that the total 
income of individuals in the United 
Sates is $38,000,000,000 of which 75 
per cent, belongs to families having j 
. nn annual income of $2,500 or less. A { 
savings tax of 10 per cent on this ! 
income would produce an annual fund j 
of $3,800,000,000 available capital, j 
three-fourths of which would be j 
furnished by the great mass of the j 
population. That such a sum should i 
be taken from the pockets of the j 
people and lodged in the hands of the j 
Government for investment would be 1 
highly undesirable and would result 
in a concentration of power and 
political Influence utterly at variance 
with our democratic ideals and habits.
But there is no reason why that should 
he done.
A11 that Is necessary is that the law 1 
and the community should recognize 1 
that at least 10 per cent of the earnings 
of the community must, as a condition 
precedent to our existence as a civil­
ized nation, be devoted to capital uses. ,
The action of the Government should 
be limited to ascertaining the quota of 
money to be furnished by each ' 
individual and to seeing that it is 
invested in whatever form of capital
It is real self denial
w h en  you deny yourself
(and family circle)
COLDS creed and
Spread INFLUENZA'
K IL L  TH E COLD 
ONCE WITH
H I L L ’S
cascaraM quinin
O ltO M lD E
Standard cold remedy for 20 years 
k tablet form— safe, sure, no
opiates— breaks up a cold in 24 
hours— relieves grip in 3 days. 
Money back if it fails. The 
genuine box has a Red 
top w i t h  Mr. Hill's 
picture.
Af Aff Drug Star**
5
a
a package 
before tbe war
5
c a package
during tbe
c a package
NOW
war
Ash Your Dealer 
R e m i n g t o n ,
Rrearms 8 Ammunition
Write for Catalogue
THE REMINGTON ARMS U.MC. CO. In cWeOlwOftT* BtPB New YORK CfTY
THE FLAUOR 
SO DOES THE
LASTS
PRICE!
187
T ea s, C o ffe e  an d  E xtracts
W e  have blended a combination of excellent quality, 
superior taste and reasonable price. Their purchase is 
a profitable experience. W h y  not enjoy them?
Y ou neighborhood dealer sells T & K  goods. Has for 
years. He knows what pleases Maine folks and folks who  
visit Maine folks.
Thurston & Kingsbury Co., Bangor, Me.
subject all women agree.” |
Alice Grey was a young house­
keeper, but her words rang true and 
they held pretty Bessie Palmer’s at 
tent ion.
“ These crackers,” continued Alicel 
“are one of the rare articles of food 
that fit the menu at 
iftY lf.aii nttmrtjYqgflg^to all porj
y  tin
Get 
Well—
Don't proloaa ■nilerinp from Ooocfea, Ookto, Sore Throat, CMSa. Sprains, 
BronchMto, TooaQMa, etc.
Johnson’s
A n o d y n e
Liniment
Get 
Well—
Is a doctor’!  prescription lor hi* tamal and external use wtth a record of over 100 years of splen­did eoeoeaa. A wonderfully aootttfmr. bealinff, pain banishing 
anodyne upon which you ean safely rely to
-on are positively making me 
hungry—premium Soda Crackers 
seem to come at just the right time, 
So matter where they come ” 
[aughed Bess.
-I hey do, in all seriousness. Your 
ppetite is always ready to welcome 
Tv are prime favorites 
leriever anything good to eat is 
forvofl.  ^ Hobby ;md A^iios dorlaro 
\,1  .National Biscuit Company had 
id when they 
-pickers. They 
iways look for the name ‘Premium’ 
m the crackers.”
anal'le champion,” said 
InM f^ei' cracker from 
A s different filling her
in f l a v o r  as c
t h e y  are  in size,
PREMIUM SODA 
^ P A C K E R S  are in con­
stant demand from the first 
course to the last. Their 
goodness is in their mealy 
texture and slightly salty flavor. See what wonderful 
cheese, jelly or peanut sandwiches they make.
In  th e  o r c h a r d  y o u  p i c k  
k ind  o f  ap p les y o u  w an t. In 
m ark et you  ta k e  w h a t th e  d ea ler  
has. W e  w an t th e  p ick  o f  w h e a t fo r
William Tell 
Flour
C j
J
V' * -.i
V  *• v j
mr. * *■ * m' V .\ '
Kjy •(
jiallll
The name PREMIUM is on every cracker. Sold by the pound 
»n the famous In-er-seal Trade Mark package.
how
e 
reii 
sc 
very
N A T IO N A L  BISCUIT CO M PAN Y T 'WitiSoda
Unaadh Biscuit always fee1
_ cted giiests and
__  sure that my guest*
y something that is every bit at 
good as anything they have at tbeii 
own homes, regar* ,.s of the excel- 
lence of their own cooks, or ot the
nut bu 
being sm 
ers, they ar 
served at home' 
ing lunch. We eat f 
thing from soup to dem 
There’s never a meal at our house 
without them. They make a par­
ticular appeal to every apaetite.”
;mH we go right to the fields to get it. 
Tim hig WILLIAM TELL mill is right 
in tin* heart of the richest wheat- 
growing country in the world.
We go into the fields themselves and 
pick just what we want the very 
best of the season’s crop.
And you see the results in a bigger 
loaf and a more delicious flavor when 
you bake with WILLIAM TELL.
l iciter  fe ll ifouv Grocer  todaif—W illia m  T e ll
It coHt» no more to use the hest
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STATION AGENT
FORCED TO QUIT
■"All The Boys At This End Of The 
Line Talking About My 
Recovery," He says.
“When the boys come by and see 
me back o.i the Job looking like my 
old self tli.y always holler at me to 
know what has brought about the 
wonderful change, and I always shout 
back, Tanlac,” said A. E. Rawley, the 
popular telegraph operator at Welsford 
Station on the Canadian Pacific rail 
road and living at Westfield Beach, 
New Brunswick, in relating his re­
markable experience with the medi­
cine, recently.
“My recovery has not only surprised 
me," continued Mr. Rawley, "but all 
the boys on this end of the line are 
talking about it. Pulling through what 
1 have suffered back into health and 
strength seems more like work of a 
miracle than of medicine, for I had 
despaired of living much longer.
"My health suddenly gave way four 
years ago following a severe attack of 
grippe, which settled in my stomach
POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
For Senator.
Having served one term as Senator 
of Aroostook County, I wish 
ce that I will be a earnl: 
the Republican ticket in the 
aries of 1 
State Senator
C L L) l l' i L  l ) A D b
Yo
I
to an-
at Bangor in said District, Northern 
Division at 1) o’clock in the forenoon; 
and that notice thereof be published in 
the lloulton Times, a newspaper printed 
in saul District, Northern Division, and 
that all known creditors and other per- 
.;ons, In interest, may appear at the said 
timo and place, and show cause, if any 
, ..  . they have, why the prayer of said petl-noun c ndidate on tioner should not be granted.
lime And It Is Further Ordered by the Court,
J That the Clerk shall s e n d  b y . - -------------------------
Primaries of 1920 for renomination as mail to all known creditors copies of said For Rent— Two connecting furnished
petition and this order addressed to rooms at 81 Military street. Apply them at their places of residence as Th
qFTH S THORNTON stated. „  , ' to AIlS‘ H- Thomas.S E T H  b. 1 HUlviN 1UIN Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
C L A S S I F I E D  ADS C L A S S I F I E D  ADS
u get quick returns from OSGOODS See Osgood’s complete stock of solid , call „  j ackin8 & Jaekin,  if anythina
■'our Alan Jewelry Repair Shop. sold rings. Hundreds of styles. j wanted in Real y 8
Leave your order for the old re
Darling Fertilizer with 
Hardware Co., local agents.
wanted in Real Estate.
•eliable A snow storm in Flordia or a disatisfi ' C(ft bu at Osgood's Little Stere
’utnam e«l customer at Osgoods is a ranety., wlth the blg 8t0C" are money s a v e "
WanteB- t'an!o” . MTe?. T l Y * °  I *>l« at Osgoods.\v.
148p
For Sheriff.
I shall be a candidate for the office 
of Sheriff of Aroostook County at the 
June Primaries on the Republican 
ticket
MARTIN LAWLIS
Judge of the said Court, and the seal Lost or stolen, a brown and white pup, 
thereof, at Bangor In the Northern Divi- with white feet, on Nov. 16. Reward
.son of said district on the 22nd (lay ot' ‘ A tor return 15 Green street or callNovember, A. D., 1019. ,,r7 a.
(L. S.) ISABEL SH EEHAN. , 0 ' ‘u
Deputy Clerk. _  . '  ..
A true copy of petition and order thereon Two expert engravers at Osgood’s. All
. . — ... auDDiuw goods sold by us engraved free of
Tie makers wanted at once. Apply
to Jas. S. Peabody, Bangor street.
47tf
Attest: ISABEL SH EEHAN,
' Deputy Clerk.
For Sale— New Home Sewing Machine
practically new. Tel. 25-12.
148p
Two engravers at yottr service.
Houlton Flour and Feed Mills (The
old Merritt mills. Telephone 470 
W. E. Carr, Prop.
Coupons for typewriters ribbons may
be exchanged at the TIMES office 
for any machine.
charge. No custom engraving accept- Buy Radies Bracelet Watches of j T h r e e  furnished rooma to let, hot water
Mr. Lawlis’ qualifications for this 
important position are too well known 
to be mentioned here, suffice it to say 
that his record as a deputy and the 
confidence placed in him by men who i In the matter ef 
do business with this department of j Tilley Richardson 
the County business, is sufficient ’ bankrupt.
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
In the District Court of the United State.* 
for the Northern Division of the Dis­
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy
In Bankruptcy
ed during December. Osgbod. Large Stock and the lowest 
prices in town
recommendation for the voters at the 
primaries in June.
Advtg.
To the creditors of said Tilley Richard­
son of Maple ton in the county of 
Aroostook and District aforsaid, bank­
rupt.
| Notice is hereby given that on the 20th 
J day of November, A. D., 1919, the said 
Tilley Richardson was duly adjudicated
Where Friendship Ends.
“ It is wrong to envy any man his j bankrupt and that the first meeting 
nm anoHtv "  ! of creditors will be held at the office of
prosperity. i Kdwin L. Vail, in Houlton, on the
"Of course, it is, replied Cactus Joe. | day of December, a . d ., 1919, at io 
“But when Tarantula Tim holds three j o’clock in the forenoon, at which time 
IMj food would sour causing gas and f ace fulls in succession we’re entitled i the said creditors may attend, prove 
such a pressure through my chest that j to Indulge in a certain amount of 
1 could scarcely breathe. Sharp pains inquisitiveness about the deck and 
would suddenly strike me in the chest j the deal.”
'keeping me In agony for hours, and at i _ _ _ _ _
night I would have to get up and walk ~ .
the floor to keep from smothering, j bank RUPVS^^im ion F° R
One day about a year after my trouble In the matter of , 
started, I began vomiting and kept It | Walter B. Carmichael i In Bankruptcy
up almost incessantly for four days, jTo the Hon ciaSnc^m ie, Judge of the 
and I thought sure my life would end District Court of the United States for
REAL E ®T A T E  E0R SALE ‘Storage for Automobiles for the winter
Farm of Two hundred Acres, Fifty luay be obtained by applying to 
Acres in field and Tillage, Fifty Acres ! Houlton Planing Mill. 247
in Pasture and One hundred in Wood j --------------------------------------------
and Timber, in Solon, Me. Large Wood for sale, good hard wood 4ft. 
Buildings, Good House and Barn and J and 16 in. lengths. John Patten, 
Wood shed. Good Potato and Live . Hight St.. Phone 131-11 438
Stock Farm well watered. Price $3500 ; --------------------------------- ——— —7——-
half down, easy Payments. To Let— Two pleasant, furnished
Address, Oliver H. French. Lock rooms, short distance from Square. 
Box No. 10 Athens, Me, 1039p i Inquire at TIMES office. 247
Buy fountain pens at Osgood’s and get
Free Repair service on same. Free 
ink, too.
_  .  . . A . . ,  . . the District of Maine,there. I had to be carried to a hospi- j W a l t e r  b . Ca r m i c h a e l  of Monti-
and
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine 
the bankrupt, and transact such other 
business as miiy properly come before 
said meeting.
Dated a? Houlton, November 20th, 1919.
ED W IN  L. VAIL.
Referee in Bankruptcy
F arm ers!
Two or three good milk customers
wanted. Price 14 cents. W. E. 
Fanjoy. Tel. 81-13 148p
Leave your order for the old reliable
Darling Fertilizer with Putnam 
„ 5— „ ^ TT . , Hardware Co., local agents. 148NOW open and ready for YOU. A _ _______  ___  _______
business training secured here is the New waists, novelties for Xmas, all 
first big step toward success. Others j hats marked down. Mrs. M. A. 
have found it so—so will you. Write Randall, Bridgewater, Maine, 
today and have your seat reserved, i 348
HOULTON BUSINESS COLLEGE W r  Sale at a bargain a lot on Spring
heat, 7 minutes from Post Office. 
Mrs. M. Murray, Tel. 18-12 4«tf
Leave your order for the old reliable
Darling Fertilizer with Putnam 
Hardware Co., local agents. 148
Osgoods is the only shop in Aroeeteek
employing four expert workmen 
and they are busy day and evening.
Dont buy Christmas ‘ Jewelry Gifts
until you have seen Osgoods large 
assortment of UP-TO-the Minute 
Goods.
Watch Found—Owner may have same
by proving property and paying for 
this ad. Inquire Geo. H. Adams. 
Tel. 413-2: ' I48p
Wanted Woman, Cook’s Assistant and
second girl at Aroostook Hospital. 
Good home for right party. At 
Aroostook Hospital. 43tf
Houlton, Maine
Why give hard earned money 
Companies?
tal for treatment after which I felt In i cello in the county of Aroostook
PAnHItlnn fni* o fp\ir w eeks and • State of MaItiq, In said District respect- fair condition ior a lew weens ana ,fUuv represents, that on the nth day of Fertilizer
then another attack came on me with I October. 1918 past, he was duly1 
great pains in my stomach and intes- j adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Huy bettei g o o d s  at low er prices 
tines which would last for hours. j j Use y ou r  ow n  co m m o n  sense
“At first these spells came about land rights of property, and has fully and save n iouev  bv ordering
..  ..  . . ^ . . __complied with all the requirements of - '
one© ft month, th©n twice ft month then isaid Acts and of the orders of Court jy ou r  ctldllivclls o f  tlic K cd cm -• • . « %____ l/\ncU!nii> Vtio ha nlrrimlAi* ^«very week and got me down to where 
1 Just couldn’t work at all. In fact, I 
lost fifty pounds In weight and had to 
give up my position as station agent
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be tioil. 
decreed by the Court to have a full dis­
charge from all debts provable against 
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts 
except such debts as are excepted by
and do nothing but try to find relief, law from such discharge.
_ . . __ _____ ,____i Dated this 8th day of November. A. !>..Then I went to another hospital for
treatment, then another, making three j Wa l t e r  b carm ichael
These are the prices for High 
Grade materials delivered to the 
Locals:
in all, and tried every medicine I 
knew of or that was suggested to me. 
bat kept getting worse. I had no idea 
I could live much longer and, of course, |
Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss 
On this 22nd day of November. A. D..
1919, on reading the foregoing petition.
, it is—had litle hope of ever getting any bet- Ordered by the Court, That a hearing 
. I be had upon the same on the 2nd dayter.
"My case was like that of the drown­
ing man, reaching out for a s t r a w -  Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon:
— . . . .  land that notice thereof be published in ,,,, i , ,,desperate— and although I had no ; the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed *■ d lC sm C ll  dlKi clgClltS l() SClI Oil
1 of .January. A. D., 1920. before said Court 
nt Bangor in said District, Northern
4-8- 4 $48.004-8- 6 53.004-8- 7 55.504-6- 8 56.004-6-10 61.005-8- 7 60.505-8- 8 63.00
St. 5 rods front, 8 rods deep. Apply 
to Louis Dalton, Maine Street. 1
148 !
Subscriptions for any Magazine or
Newspaper may be left at the 
TIMES Office, where the lowest 
price can be obtained.
Watch Osgood’s window for the latest
things in Jewelry.
Lumber Wanted, Hardwoods Dry or
sawn to order. We send inspector. 
Wayne Lumber Co., 110 West 40th 
Street, New York City. 1288
For Sale— One driving horse and one 
heavy work horse. Inquire of Mrs.
Jas. Daley. 45 River Street, Tel. | ...... “ ~  ^ ....
464-2. 148p ! Why pay the long price for bracelet
Nice warm comfortable rooms to let, j
only a step from the Post Office. < 
Apply to C. G. Lunt, Mechanic St. IA 
or at TIMES office. '
watches when Osgood has such a 
large stock and such low prices.
We do not employ traveling
commission. ace your order 
Local and
:& r hXo«MhL?',h.pJS:SLSt al,id save the salesman’s eommisskm. 
rh-Fur! ’if.t<0r^ r C ,y , Cor , ‘ These price* are subject to
mail to all known creditors copies of said ,• i f i I .,,*
petition and this order, addressed to S l lg l l l  ( m i l l e t  S DUt d i e  ciS l i k e -  
them at their places of residence as Jv to be lower as thev are to be
November. A. 
(L. S.*
1919.
ISABEL SHEEHAN.  
Deputy Clerk. 
A true copv of neti< ion and order thereon 
Attest: ISABEL SHEEHAN,  
Deputy ciork
BANKRUPT’S PETITION FOR 
DISCHARGE
Aroostook Fed. of Farmers
• i. l i l 0 i„  ..... I in said District, Northern Division, andfaith in Tanlac to help nit., When that all known creditors and other per-
saw it advertised I grabbed at it as sons, in interest, may appear at the said .,J |H1,,rpcttime and place, and show cause, if any " 1LU ' MU nt aiChl my last resort. I had tried three bos- . ..
pitals and everything in the way of
medicines so I couldn't have much
faith in Tanlac, but it’s a fact, before
my first bottle was gone I noticed a i st t
difference in niv feelings. It was not ‘ Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale. 1 : 1
* , “ . . .  Judge of the said Court, and the seal •long then until the gas stopped torm- thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi- 
ing on my stomach, I had a good ap- sion of n *stnct. <>n the 22nd day <>t
petite, and could cat most anything 
without it hurting me. Now, to put 
It all in as few words as possible, I 
Have taken eight bottles of Tanlac and 
am not only feeling fine, but I have 
gotten back twenty pounds of my lost 
weight. I am working regularly every 
day and am still picking up both in 
weight and strength right along. 1 
attribute my recovery to nothing but 
Tanlac. To me it is the most wonder­
ful medicine in the world and I will 
praise 1* as long as I live.’’
Tanlac is sold in Houlton by Mun-
FARM FOR SALE
100 acre farm W2 miles from P>. &
A. Station Houlton, under the very 
best cultivation free from rocks; cut 
75 tons of hay; raised 1000 bushels 
oats: 1500 bbl. potato's this year.
Good well in yard 14,S feet deep; 
small house; barn 40x90 feer with two 
sheds 40.<20; horse stable; all kinds Everything 
of farming tools; manure spreader,
Reaper and Binder, two Mowing ma 
chines, two Horse Rakes, two Sulky 
Flows, two Wheel Cultivators, two 
Spado Flows, two Horse Hoes, two 
Hand Flows. Hoover Digger. Robbins 
FJanfer and Seeder for grain and seed 
;;1 ■() three Disk Harrows and four 
Spring Tooth Harrows. Anyone look- 
in:; for a good farm handy town with 
a good mrket this is your chance 
About 5n acres ready for potatoes and 
grain next year. Telephone or write.
(’has. H. Berry. Houlton. Maine. Frice 
$12.unu including all the above named 
machinery.
Typewriter Ribbons for all machines
as well as Carlton Paper made by 
Webster—There’s none better. Cal) 
or send to TIMES Office.
Wanted— By young lady, high school
graduate, a position as clerk in store 
or assistant in post office. Address 
('. M.. Bridgewater. Maine.
348
valued subscriber says "Every
time that I have used these coin ants 
for selling articles, they have been 
successful.” Try them.
We will call and get your storage bat­
tery any place in town and take care 
of it during the winter. Houlton
Battery Service. Tel, 374-W
Some of that Dry Sheathing paper for
sheathing up on INSIDE places, at 
less than half price at the TIMES 
office.
for the Violinist: Old
Violins. New Violins, Violins for 
children. Bows strings and Cases as 
well as Repairing. O. W. Wilson. 
Tel. 348-W
Merchants and Professional men do not
have to buy coupon books for type­
writer ribbons Buy your ribbons at 
the TIMES office as you need them.
Talk about Oysters, whether in the
shell or in bulk.—The Bar Harbor 
Sea Food Co. have them FRESH 
every day. The sweet luscious kind.
Wanted— Female help for housework.
ward work and laundry work. Full 
maintainance, comfortable quarters. 
Address Hartford Hospital. Hartford 
Conn. 446p
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE FARMS w.t«m h . h i . available for suppers*
entertainments, etc. for • those
AND VILLAGE PROPERTY
( S t a n d a r d  L in im e n t
111 Hank; 11 j > 1 <
fri the in'1 tier of 
Amos M. Little
Bankrupt!
To the Hon Clarence Hale. Judge of the
District Court of the United States for 
thrDi uri’-f of Maine.
AMOS M. LITTLE of <’arihou
in the count V of At....... nn<L
‘''tate of Maine, in said District respect­
fully represents that on the Pith day of
.Mils-, last past, he was dulv
ro’s West End Drug Store, Island Falls adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
1 In* !• a m i! \
For c\l cm ,; i nr int crnal use.
H
<>,:<’ 1 A 1 S'.
35  c e n t s  a  B o t t l e
atheway Drug C
“ The R ex a ll S to re ”
■ii \ ; nee v<>;>
o mpany
by S. R. Crabtree. Fort Kent by Stan- 
Ity Burrill.—Advt.
CHANGE OF FIRM
The Bar Harbor Sea Food Co. have 
sold their Fish business to \I( E u liern 
and Stanley Co. of Northeast Harbor.
The new proprietors have been in 
the Fish business all their lives. They 
receive fish fresh every day. and will 
continue to give the people of Houlton District"/ 'Main 
good service.
They will supply small dealers at it
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that 
he has duly surrendered all his property 
end tights of property, and has fully 
complied with all the requirements of 
said Acts and of the orders of Court 
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be 
decreed by the Court to have a full dis- 
wcharge from all debts provable against 
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts, 
except such debts as are excepted by 
law from such discharge.
I 'a ! . d this t Si 11 day of November. A.. I
■ . W . V A , * . V A V V . V . V J W W . V . , . * . V . , . V . V . V . V . * . W A V . V
No. 197 Farm of 160 to 175 acres 
Jon cleared. This is a good farm: 10 
loom hou.se. well finished, cellar un­
der house for 7no barrels potatoes, 
wood sht'd 2o.\;!d, hen house 18x20, 
barn 40.\7o buildings a'o in good condi­
tion; orchard of 10o trees all grafted 
ti’iit, lots s of pulp and cedar ties, 
plenty of wood for home use. 5 miles 
to market and on good road. $12,0ou.
' No. 19s F;wm of 74 acres. 65 acres 
'■loan'd good potato land. 50 acres 
plowed, pasture for 7 head of cattle. 8 
room house. 2 barns, buildings in fair 
shape. 7 miles to Houlton. $65no.
No. 144 House on Elm Street. S 
looms, hath electric lights and furnace 
large lot. House in good shape and 
good locaHon. $1600.
JACKINS & JACKINS
Houton, Maine
Ybur C h a n c e  !
Mon's Fur C?.ps, Mon’s Hand Knit Mittens, Boys’ Wool Gloves,
desiring conveniences of every 
description. Apply to Rev. H. Scott 
Smith. Tel. 217-12 446
Public stenography and bookkeeping
done by Alda Greeley, formerly 
Commercial Instructor at Beals 
Business College, Bangor. Room 4 
Frishie Block or telephone 143W
441*
Is there a silent piano in the home?
I have a player which will fit any 
piano, with a large number of 
selected records, which I will sell at 
a sacrifice. Apply to Dr. C. E. 
Williams. 271-W
Wanted— intelligent white women to
(are for nervous and mental cases. 
Beginning salary $30.00 per month. 
Also laundry attendants beginning 
at $25.00 and advancing to $30.00 
the second month.# Full maintenance 
including laundry. Increases with 
time service. Training School for 
Nurses maintained. Write or call at 
The Connecticut State Hospital. 
Middletown, Connecticut. 447
A. M. LP'TLE  
Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
Northern Division, ss 
< >n the 22nd d:*y of .Vowinbi'r. A. I ’.. 
1919, on reading the foregoing p- lition, 
is ^
wholesale and conduct a parcel nest °rdi®pdin^ r. ^?n,^ 
business. .lamimy. A. « ■.. 192h. bmp-,- .1 (b.uri
Boy ;' WintO;* Caps, Boys Overcoats and 
cold at a groat trade
Vest. Will b? »!
A HUNTING TRIP
i s  not com plete unless you  take p lenty o f
B F A  CIGARS
w ith you
\
That 
-n th.’
;i hearing;d d;i\ of
F O X  B R O S . C O .
Union Made, Sweet and Satisfactory Smoke. Seven Cents and 
W ell W orlli It. A t A ll Dealer-,
w w . - . i
NOW IS THE TIMiE 82 Main St. Next to Elk’s Club
To have vour car put in shapo f >r next 
season. W e do the w ork ourselves, Hav­
ing a man with 12 years expxrience qn a ’i- 
fles him  to do first class w ork on any kind ol 
ft car. Gome in and t^lk with him. W e give 
service and sixty minutes work for an hour
Maxell Bros.
Phone 610-M
LOOK WHO’S COMING 
TINKER
AND
ms FAMOUS SINGING ORCHESTRA
SAT. EVENING, DECEMBER 6
Concert 7 to 8  
Dancing 8 to 12
90 Cents per Couple
Tlie New
OAKLAND AND STUDEBAKER
1920 Models
Arc Now on Kxhibition at Our Show rooms
O ak lan d  L ight S ix
A Roomy Five Passenger Six with 112 inch wheel base and a 
highly developed 44-horse power motor
Five and Tw o Passenger $1220 
Four Passenger Coupe $1750 
Five Passenger Sedan $1850
S tu d ebak er S ixes
Light Six Five Passenger $1850 
Big Six Seven Passenger $2325 
All prices f. o. b. Houlton
H and &  H arrin gton
Distributors for Southern Aroostook
C A T E  N E W  G A R A G E
Mechanic Street Houlton, Maine
Automobile Owners
ATTENTION!
Before putting your Car aw ay for the 
winter have your tires put in good shape for 
next, soHSon. Our reliners add from  2,500 to 
5,000 m ore miles to y<-ur tire. Prices rea ­
sonable See m y rebuilt tire proposition be- 
sore throwing' that old tire aw ay
Houlton Steam Vulcanizing Co.
P h o n e  361 M  j .  w .  S k e in
Chiropractic
The Science thnt goes direct­
ly to the root of dis^dse and
REMOVES THE CAUSE
Explanatory literature o n 
request. Consultation Free
F. G. VOSE, D. C., - CHIROPRACTOR
Suite 8-9 Masonic Block Houlton
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OF L O C A L  I N T E R E S T
The Fire Company was called outG. R. Ervin was in Fort Fairfield j
Monday on business. i
F. M. Hume returned home Monday I alarms, one for a blaze in the knell
House kitchen, the other at the Houl-
Leland O. Ludwig Jr., arrived home 
Tuesday from Bowdoin l’or Thanks­
giving.
Mrs. John A. Tenny left last week 
for Winchester, Mass., where she will 
visit relatives.
Miss Lena Cyr of Forest City is
CENTRAL MAiNE POWER CO.
The attention of our readers 
(ailed to the advertisement of the 
( ’(Mitral Maine; Power Co.*of Augusta, 
Maine which offers a Preferred stock 
netting six and one half per cent.
The "Christmas Stocking'’ communi- 
is j cation for the benefit of the orphan 
children in war-stricken Europe was 
received, and it was voted to bring 
contributions for this stocking at the 
next meeting.
there is great need and urges all club 
member.*, to come to sew and con­
tribute as liberally as possible on 
philanthropic day, Dec. 8. Mrs. Powers 
the Red Cross social worker for 
Southern Aroostook, will be present
. . , . „  . , hoii  ^ This is a Maine institution and istwice late Saturday afternoon by bell 8pendillg u lew days in town, the guest; aupplying 88 tow,
from a short trip to Boston.
Miss Virginia Donnell is in Port­
land for a visit with friends.
Henry K. Bradbury of Van Buren 
sms a business caller in town last 
£eek.
Rot. pwlght F. Mowrey has had the 
telephone installed in his residence 
ISt-W.
Mrs. Evelyn Potter returned home 
Saturday from a few days stay in 
Bangor.
Mrs. Richard Eastman of Boston is 
hs town, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. 
1* Q. Ludwig.
Mrs. F. G. Russell, River street has 
Men confined to her home by illness 
daring the past week.
The Woodstock Driving Club is 
■taking extensive plans for a series 
of ice races this winter.
The condition of Geo. A. Hall who 
has been seriously ill with pneumonia, 
is very much improved.
* Frank O'Brien, city carrier enjoyed 
a weeks vacation last week, his place 
being fined by Frank Skofleld.
Mrs.. Louis Dalton was called to 
Fredericton last ween by the death of 
her aunt, Mrs. W. H. Webber.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Crafts are 
jeceiving congratulations upon the 
arrival of a daughter at their home.
John Watson who has been confined 
te the house for the past few weeks, 
Js able to sit up for some time each 
day.
Friends of Mrs. Thos. W. Monahan, 
Florence Ave. will be sorry to learn 
that she has been quite ill during the 
past week.
Miss Elizabeth McGary and her 
mother will leave this week for Los 
Aageles, Cal., where they will spend ! 
the winter.
Mrs. F.
ton Foundry, there was no damage in 
either case.
The first of a series of socials by
of her mother.
Mrs. Leo Ellis and two children left 
Tuesday for Portland for a short visit 
with relatives.
Houlton’s Silent policemen that have
the Oddfellows will be held at their ,)eon on duty au summer struck last
hall on Friday evening, Nov. 28, to 
which Oddfellows, Rebekahs and their 
families are welcome. Good music and 
refreshments.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Bubar have 
moved into town from their farm in
week and are now in winter quarters.
The ladies of the Episcopal Church 
will hold their Annual Christmas Sale 
and public Supper at 2.30 on Wednes­
day, Dec. 3, 1919.
New books are being constantly
ns, cities and villages 
with power, and on account of the coal 
shortage offers a sound investment.
Plans for philanthropic work for the and address the club on Dec. 8. 
needy children of Houlton are being , Plans for a supper for the benefit 
made. Mrs. Stuart, chairman of the of the philanthropic work are being 
philanthropic committee, states that j made, announcement to be given later.
New Limerick for the winter. Mr. added t0 the circulating library at the 
Bubar will be employed by the East-! t im e s  office, which is available to 
man Heater Car Co., having charge j public at a nominal charge, 
of all cars in this town. j Mrs. Lisle O. Moulton of Ossipee,
E. L. Cleveland Company shipped j n . H. who has been visiting her sister, 
Friday a full carload of Registered [ Mrs. Lome F. Hallett, Franklin Ave.
Hereford catte of the famous Fairfax 
strain, to Frank H. Watson of North 
Dexter, Maine, one of the well known 
pioneer Hereford breeders of the State.
H. O. Patterson who has been acting 
as manager of the Drysdale Press 
shop for the past few months, has 
resigned his position and left Saturday 
night for Boston where he has secured 
a position as a traveling salesman.
“Doc” Reimer returned to Houlton 
last week, having completed his 
season's engagement with the Walter 
Main’s Circus, which has been tour­
ing the Middle and Southern States. 
“Doc” was a member of the concert 
band.
returned to her home Saturday 
morning.
Mrs. Chas. P. Barnes was in Fort 
Fairfield last week in attendance at 
the County convention of Camp Fire 
Girls, of which there were 125 in 
attendance.
The eclipse of the sun Saturday fore- j 
noon. Nov. 22nd was not visible, | 
owing to the over-cast sky. The dura-1 
tion of the eclipse was 2 hours apd 
33 minutes and would have been 
visible in Maine had the sky been 
| clear.
| Mrs. Isabelle Daggett, delegate to 
) W. C. T. U. National Convention at 
| St. Louis, reports warm, fine weather
HOULTON WOMAN’S CLUB
THRIFT DAY
Great interest was manifested in the 
excellent program carried out at the 
regular meeting of the club on Monday 
afternoon.
Two delightful musical numbers 
were beautifully rendered, one, a piano 
selection from Cliaminade by Mrs. 
Frank Pearson, the other a vocal solo 
hv Marion Cleveland. ;
Mrs. Ormsby as delegate to the 1 
Woman's Literary Club at Caribou on 
Nov. 18, gave a very interesting report 
of that meeting.
Mrs. Barnes reported a successful ! 
trip to Dover on Nov. 14, where she 
addressed the Cosmopolitan Club on j 
“ Mother's Club Work.”
Major Atkinson of Boston, who was fm France one year in war work, gave i 
vf&ti/v&T u r r T t u r r  an inspiring talk on “Thrift and War !
UNION MEETINGS savings Stamps
The Union meetings of the M. L. i j Mrs. A. T. Smith spoke en- 
Church which are being conducted by thusiastically of her “Thrift Stamp" , 
Chaplain Croft of the A. E. F. are j work among the school children, and 
being well attended and much inteiewt | ^tutes tha Mr. Adler, the junk man,
; will take junk and give the value in 
i thrift stamps. j
The value of the thrift stamp work, 
especially among school children was 
emphasized. Every one should “ boost” 
the thrift campaign and help the i 
; children to get the saving habit, and 
! teach them to love to help Uncle Sam 
i by the loan of their money which will 
1 return to them with interest some dav.
S*JV W W VWVW WW W VVVVVW yVVV,taVS/WrfVWVVVVWWVWVVVWVWl
j is being manifested, 
i Next Sunday afternoon there 
[ he a meeting for men only in 
j Temple Theatre.
will
the
Bulbs
Tulips, Hyacinths and Narcissus bulbs 
are now here, and for this week only, 
I am offering you a fine selection of 
each, both in separate and mixed 
colors. I have never had a better lot 
of bulbs and if they are planted now, 
how pleased you will be next Spring 
when they bloom. Tell me your needs 
and I will do the rest.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS
are now in season and you 
will find this Queen of An- 
tumn flowers at their best At 
my conservatories. Visitors 
are always welcome and we 
are ever ready to show yon 
through our houses. Right 
now we particularly invite 
you.
“ $4V It with f lo w n ”
F o r an occasion at any time
Note—Don’t cover UP or mulch your 
out door plants, shrubs and trees un­
til ground is frozen, nor uncover in 
the spring before the frost is well out 
of the grdund.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT
and the convention the “ largest ever.” 
W. Mitchell returned last (^hey are raising a new million dollars,
week from Waterville where she spent i a mfmon new members and a million 
a few days with her daughter Dorothy, j new subscribers to the “ Union Signal.” 
who is a student at Colby. j The ladies of the Congregational
The “Dux” bowling tournament is 
exciting much interest among its 
members, and each evening finds the 
four alleys taxed to their capacity.
Ora Gilpatrirl^ propr. of the Summit
Parish will hold a Christmas Sale in 
the Vestry, on Wednesday afternoon, 
Dec. 10. There will be on sale useful 
and fancy articles, white aprons, 
kitchen aprons, and there will be a
wool sox
ea p
Farm at Davidson, reports that a hog j table loaded with C00ked food. Re 
recently killed at his farm tipped the j  freshments will be served during the 
scales after being dressed an even afternoon.
735 lbs.
Rev. Jas. L. Wilson who has been 
living in Houlton and Littleton for a 
number of years, has accepted a call 
to the Baptist Church in South Paris,
Maine.
Guy C. Porter, who has been in 
attendance at the Maine Seed Improve­
ment Society meeting in Bangor where 
lie delivered a splendid paper, return­
ed home Saturday.
Justin C. Rose, a representative of 
L. A. Crossett Co. shoe manufacturers 
arrived last week from a three months 
trip over his territory and will remain 
at home for 3 months.
Friends of Mrs. W. W. McDonald.
Kelleran street will be glad to learn 
that she is recovering nicely from 
her recent surgical operation at the 
Aroostook hospital.
Dr. F. W. Mann, who is spending 
the winter in Boston, arrived in town 
Saturday, being called home for a 
consultation returning in the evening.
Thanksgiving service will be held 
at the F. B. Church on Thursday 
morning at 10.30. The sermon will be 
preached by Rev. Dwight F. Mowrey 
of the Unitarian Church.
Miss Josie Callahan, who went to 
Detroit. Mich, with her brother has 
accepted a position in the Woman’s 
Hospital in that city, practicing her 
profession as a trained nurse.
Christian Science services held 
ea’ch Sunday at 11 A. M., Presbyterian 
Church. Nov. 30th, subject: “Ancient 
and Modern Necromancy. Allas 
Mesmerism and Hypnotism Denounc­
ed.” Wednesday 7.30 P. M. Testimonial 
■trvlce. All are welcome. Thanksgiv­
ing servlc at 10.30 A. M.
November Term, 1919. To be held at 
Houlton, Nov. 18, 1919.
HON. GEO. M. HANSON. Justice 
Presiding.
Michael M. Clark, Clerk
Walter B. Clark Deputy Clerk.
The following cases were tried:
Yerxa vs Greenlaw, verdict for plff. 
$59.57.
International Agri. Corp. vs. Willette 
and McCluskey. Law Court on motion.
Nickerson vs Eks.. Law Court on 
report.
Bradstreed vs Irish et al verdict 
for Plff. $187.68.
Wolverton vs. Jackins verdict for 
Plff. $44.58.
Titcomb vs. Ramsey, verdict for 
Plaintiff. $162.
C hadw ick, Florist
Conservatories 16 High Street 
Houlton, Maine
< A A M A A A M !A A A A A M W tM W W V W V V W V V W U V W M M M W W W !
Light Weight 39 c to 75
Medium Weight to $ 4
6 0
. . . W f
i-L-.T ;
Heavv Weteht 'c to
H O UL'lO N
SHOE HOSPITAL
Exchange Bldg. IS Court St.
*:■ • V v .
WE ARE GLAD
to greet you at tiny time and it gives 
us pleasure to t(‘11 you how we ran 
save you. money and make your old 
apparel look as good s new. Our 
work in
CLEANING AND
is always satisfactory, 
modern methods and get 
out promptly.
When can we call for your 
wrinkled garments?
PRESSING
We u
A  G ift at A  ny Price
NE of the great advantages in dealing at Perry’s is the 
large assortment which is always available 
For whatever occasion and at whatever price you have 
in mind, you will find the thing that just about meets
your requirements.
We have numberless Novelties priced very moderately 
and a nice selection graded up to any amount you wish
to spend—
As usual our stock embraces everything that is new in 
Jewelry, Watches, Precious Stones, Silver, Cut Glass, 
Fancy China—all so tastefully displayed that we feel sure
we can interest you
Visitors cordially welcome whether you desire to purchase 
or not—You will always receive courteous treatment here
' (died nr
COSTELLO & SULLIVAN
Room 10, Mansur Block
J . D . P e r r y
Jeweler and Optometrist
Market Sqvar
\ V
M
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A T  THE DREAM
PROGRAM WEEK OF NOV. 24, ’ 19
MONDAY
NORMA TALMADGE in
“THE 30CIAL SECRETARY” 
MACK BENNETT FAST COMEDY
4
TUESDAY
VIVIAN MARTIN in .
“ AN INNOCENT ADVENTURESS”
WEDNESDAY 
* MADGE KENNEDY in
. “ FRIEND HUSBAND” 
MOONLltE DANCE at the HEYWOOD
TH U R S D A Y
JU LIA  AR TH U R  as Edith Cavell in
“T H E  C A V ELL CASE”
FRIDAY
Wm. 8. H AR T in “WAGON TR A C K S ” 
“T H E  LIG H TN IN G  RAIDER” 
M O O N LITE DANCE at the HEYW OOD
8ATU R D AY
PAULINE FREDERICK in
“T H E  E TE R N A L C IT Y ” 
“T H E  LIG H TN IN G  RAIDER”
MACK 8 E N N E T T  FA S T COM EDY
TH E BEST M ONEY CAN BUY IN PICTURES
r. VILLI AM S. HAR.T /Cva don. Tracks*
An ARTCQAFT Picture
- \'x
S p ecia l fo r  T h an k sg iv in g
JULIA ARTHUR
A S
Edith Cavell
The British Red Cross Nurse 
. . .  IN —
The Cavell Case
-  The W om an the Germans Shot —
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CHURCH SERVICES
Free Baptiet
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor. 
Morning service at 10.80 A. M. 
Sunday school at 12.00 M. 
Young People's meeting 8.00 P 
Evening service at 7.00 P. M. 
Special music by choir.
Choir practice Monday nights.
SIMS EXPLAINS i sun’s rays directly as a source o f ! according
I Dower we have little left, excepting 
FAMOUS SPEECH! wood, and it takes at least 25 years 
to grow a crop of trees.
“There is, however, one other source 
of fuel which may. perhaps, solve 
this problem of the future. Alcohol 
Admiral Sims sounds a dramatic makes a beautiful, ci-an and efficient 
note when he relates the following in ^nd, where not intended for con*
Admiral Tells of Pledge to England 
in 1910
World’s Work: sumption by human beings, can be
« . *n * kat* vetted England as cap- manufactured very cheaply in an in-
All cordially Invited to come and ; tain of the battleship Minnesota, a i llgeatible or even poisonous form
iMur the Rev. Mr. Jenkins 
Tuesday night church prayer and 
pmiee flfthrvlce.
Chuveh of the Good Shepherd, Houl- 
ton, Maine
Rev. M. Scott Smith, Rector. 
8UNDAY SERVICES
the ftrst Sunday In the meath at 
IMS.
M in in g  Prayer and sem en at It. 
80, Sunday School at S.S0.
Evening Pmyer and aemoa at 7. 
N
Pirat Baptlat
S t
Eev. Heary C. Speed, pastor- 
10,88 morning worship with sermon, 
l i f t  Bible School .with classes for
to information received
yesterday.
When the reduction of American 
forces in Germany made more than 
fifty huts useless, the structures were 
sold to King Albert’s Society, the 
prices ranging from $6,000 to $18,000. 
The purchasers had the buildings 
loaded on barges and sent down the 
Rhine to Antwerp, from which they 
were shipped by rail to the ruined 
sections where Belgians were with- 
unit in a fleet which was then cruising | w " od aicohol, for example, can be I out shelter. One such shipment i i-
in British and French waters. It was | empi0ye(j as a fuei, and we can make j eluded nine huts loaded on the barge.
alcohol from sawdust, a waste product ! While in most eases these former
of our mills. ! “ Y” huts are used for dwellings, a
“Alcohol can also be manufactured I few have been kept for assembly halls,
from cornstalks and, in fact, from al-! hut all are doing good service,
most any vegetable matter capable o f j 
fermentation. Our growing crops, and j TYPE OF ROADS
even weeds, can be used. The waste-: CONDITIONS
products of our farms are available fo r , _ _. . .  , ., i Washington, D. C. Nov. 22— Thethis purpose, and even the barbage
from our cities unanimous decision reached at the
---------------------  I recent meeting of the American Road
Builders Association against th e  
adoption of an exclusive type of 
foundation for trunk line highways,
common-sense
'apparent even at that time that pre- 
| parations were under way for a 
European war; on every hand there 
were plenty of evidences that Germany 
was determined to play her great
at 8 A. M. also on . stroke for the domination of the world.
I k  M. Jaalor Christian Endeavor. 
7.8# goopol King sorvlee and sermon. 
M 0 ABermeettng.
evening at 7.88 arid-week
rehearsal each Tuesday even­
ing at the ctoee of the rsgvlar prayer
Float Congregational 
Rev. A- M. Thompson, pastor. 
Morning sorvlee et 10.88.
S. 8. at 11.46.
Jaalor C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M. 
Senior C. E. Society at 8.80 P- M. 
Pmyer meetings Tuesday evening 
at 7.41.
I  Methodist Episcopal
Military St.
Uev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
Pvbllc worship at 10.30 a. m.
The Sunday School at noon has or- j 
gantsful classes for men and women.
Junior League meeting and class for ; 
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
Hpworth League meeting at 615 
p. m-
Praise and Preaching, at 7.00.
Prof. J. H 
choir master
In a report to the admiral command­
ing our division I gave it as my opin­
ion that the great European war would 
begin within four years. In a speech 
at the Guildhall, where 800 of our 
sailors were entertained at lunch by 
the lord mayor, Sir Vezey Strong, I 
used the words which got me into a 
great deal of trouble at the time and 
which have been much quoted since.
The statement then made was purely 
the inspiration of the moment; it came 
from the heart, not from the head; 
probably the evidences that Germany 
was stealthily preparing her great blow 
had something to do with my outburst. 
I certainly spoke without a n y  
authorization from my government, 
and realized at once that I had com­
mitted a great indiscretion.
"If the time should ever come,” I 
said, "when the British empire is men­
aced by a European coalition, Great 
Britain can rely upon the last ship, the 
last dollar, the last man and the last 
drop of blood of her kindred beyond 
the sea.”
It is not surprising that the appear­
ances of American ships, commanded 
by the merican who had spoken these
MUCK SAYS HE HAD
SQUARE DEAL HERE
Dr. Karl Muck, formerly conductor 
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, < augurs well for the 
says he was accorded “altogether ! treatment of our highway problems.” 
worthy” treatment during his 16 i comments George (’ . Diehl, county 
months internment as an enemy alien j engineer of Erie County, N. Y., and 
in the United States. The noted j chairman both of the A. A. A. Good 
musician has just returned to Berlin j Roads Board and of the Good Roads 
from Copenhagen where he landed | Committee of the New York State 
several months ago after leaving the Motor Federation. “This action was , 
internment camp at Fort Oglethorpe, that of men having practical know- 
Ga. ledge of road-building matters and
“ I was directing the Boston took into account the fact that local
Symphony Orchestra when the war conditions involving the availability 
broke out,” Dr. Muck related to a of material, the character of the soil, 
reporter of the Berlin Tageblatt. “For the drainage facilities, and other 
sometime I was unmolested, even after j governing factors might dictate in one 
America entered the conflict. In March case a wholly different type of 
1918, however, I was interned, my wife i foundation from that which would be 
remained in our house in Boston, and found suitable in another case. In the 
I was sent to the prison camp, where discussion numerous examples were
asphaltic concrete foundations. which 
had stood unharmed la - s o -, ornsi 
| tests of modern clay traffic.
! "The larger question whi'h thic 
discussion emphasized is that with 
i our 2.500,000 odd miles of roads; our 
; 2,000,000 square miles of area, and our 
1105.000.000 population, we must utilize 
j every means of making our highway 
systems serve the most tonnag e the 
| greatest numbr of people, and the 
! largest possible number of needs. We 
1 must build some highways wider and 
some thicker than others; whenever 
possible we must use local material 
and conserve every dollar's worth of 
improvements already made; and we 
must avoid jumping at conclusions 
based upon new and plausible theories 
as contrasted with fully ascertained 
facts.
“Twenty percent of our highways, 
or 500,000 miles, at $40,000 per mile, 
the cost of many present day State 
roads, would aggregate $20,000,000,000 
at the first cost.
“ If, within the present, or even the 
next generation, we are to have a 
connected and well-developed system 
of highways, aggregating one-fifth of 
the total mileage, it is perfectly plain 
that a large percentage must be built 
of less expensive types} but every one 
of the standard proven types has Its
place in the completed system.
i here i.-, no wholesale method o f  
determining types, materials o f  
construction, cross-sections, etc., bat 
I every single section must be designed 
; to meet its own particular needs.” '
DARTING, PIERCING 
SCIATIC PAMS
Give way before the pene­
trating effects of Sloan’s 
Liniment
So do those rheumatic twinges and 
the loin-aches ot lumbago, the nerve- 
inflammation of neuritis, the wry neck, 
the joint wrench, the ligament sprain, 
the muscle strain, and the throbbing; 
bruise.
The ease of applying, the nuirknes» 
ot relief, the positive results, the clean­
liness. and the economy of Sloan’* 
Liniment make it universally preferred 
35c. 70c $1.40.
£3 ftWiW
L i n i m e n t
K e e p  i t  h a n d y
I was confined with 4500 other persons, cited of roads constructed on telford, 
i words seven years before, strongly ap-1 ^he treatment and shelter were al- macadam, cement concrete, and
j Peftled to the British sense of the | together worthy. The food WaS not — mm^ M B
t dramatic. ! to he complained of, especially as 120
people, including myself had their own 
mess and their own cook. My wifeKING ALCOHOL HAS NEW JOB
“No sooner has King Alcohol gone was permitted to visit me once a week, 
out of the back door as a beverage an(* sPen(l
than he enters th  ^ front door in 
triumph as a fuel.
“That, at least, seems a reasonable 
Lindsd&y, organist and j interpretation of recent expert utter-
1 ances on the subject, including the
Prayer
evening.
meeting
Christian 8c!ence
at 7.30 Tuesday ■ pronouncement of a number of \yorld- 
famous chemists who attended a 
scientific congress recently in New
, t.  ... York city.” says a bulletin from theSunday Service at Stncock Hall, l i  , , , . , .(Washington headquarters ot th e
National Geographic Society.
( Why Mother Necessity is giving 
birth to this new brain-child of in­
vention is related in a communicationDR. ELIOT SEES
CRISIS COMING
two hours with me, 
naturally talking in English and in 
the presence of an officer.”
Dr. Muck said he had not lost many 
of his friends in America and that his 
musicians had stood by him loyally. 
He attributed his imprisonment to 
“hysteria” which, be said, was due to 
“British propaganda.''
“No conditions were imposed on the 
prisoners,” continued I)r. Muck, “but 
it was urgently suggested any who 
wanted to leave America and return 
to Germany might have their liberty.
I did not want to comply with this
After you eat—always take
Military training to Insure protection i Graham Bell, as follows:
for the United States in time of domes-: “There is one obstacle to further ad-
tic crisis as well as in time of war was vance in mechanical development, in
recommended by President Emeritus j the increasing price of the fuel
Charles W. Eliot of Harvard at the 1 to work machinery. Coal
. ' and oil are going up and are strictly
joint convention of the New England;.. ,, , . ... ... . . .juim wuiouuuu e limited in quantity. We can take coal
principals and teachers. out 0f a mine, but we can never put
“The country must realize the im-1 it back. We can draw oil from sub-
portance of having at the service and j terranean reservoirs, but we can never
disposal of the government armed remi them a*ain We are spendthrifts
forces which can be depended upon in
to the society by Dr. Alexander stipulation, but my wite argued me into
Instantly relieves Heartburn,Bloat* 
ed Gassy Feeling. Stops food souring, 
repeating, and all stomach miseries.
Aids digestion and appetite. Keeps stomach
swetiand otrongr. Increases Vitality and Pep.
FATONICis the best remedy. Tens of thou­
sands wonderfully bene.Tted. Only costoa cent 
ortw^a day to use it. Positively guaranteed to please or we will refund money. Get a Ug 
box today. You will see.
For Sale by O. F. French & Son
Houlton, Maine
time of emergency. We have recently 
seen what happened when th e  -vvorld’s annual consumption has
in the matter of fuel and are using 
our capital for our running expenses. 
“ In relation to coal and oil, the
be-
it and I finally agreed. And so one 
day I was free. My bank account and 
my house in Boston the Annujcan 
government has confiscated, and 1 do 
not know how things will come out."
Dr. Muck said he had made no plans 
for the future but under no circum­
stances would lie remain in Berlin. 
He said it was possible lie might go 
to Switzerland or to Gratz. Austria, 
where his wife's aged mother lives. 
On his first day in Berlin In* led the 
rehearsal for the next Weingartner 
Symphony concert.
regularly armed forces were absent for come so enormous that we are now 
24 hours. During the next year we will actually within measurable distance
T  HUTS HOUSE BELGIANS
After having served to keep Ameri- hens and
ORONO REAL E S T A T E
The B. (’ . Am“ s farm on the Bangor 
road, opposite the James M. McNulty 
farm, formerly owned by Mr. Frank 
Owen. Sixty acres of land, 10 room 
house with all modern improvements, 
bath, electric light and water, hot air 
furnace, large front veranda, over­
looking the Penobscot River and Union 
River Hills. The house is perfect in 
every way. Farm under high cultiva­
tion- fine spring in pasture; orchard 
of 150 trees, consisting of apple, pear, 
plums and cherries; under cultivation 
and growing crops; two acres oats, l 1/-. 
acres buckwheat, acre potatoes and 
large garden, nice hennery with 80 
0 chicks, all farming tools.
face • great domestic crisis. There !.'<>» the «"<• «» «"> *»PPly- What shall jcan soldiers In the Army of Occupation ,<J f T ’ nalr’ hm- S .crd'fharthvood 
... . . . .  we do when we have no more coal or . . . , , . . .  . . .  . . naiuwouu
need for a strong military force, which . ......................
shall b« always In reserve, well train- ’ . „ . , . i Christian Association huts are beingw  * Apart from waterpower (which is i
ed and ready.” strictly limited) and tidal and wav,- ,ioate<1 ,lmvn ' h,‘ l!him- lulml a nP'v
interested and amused. Young Men's fitted for stove, all shades; linoleum
floor covering, screen doors and 
screens; also outside windows. The 
best of reasons for selling. I’ leae call
Dr. Eliot said the foundation for i power (which we have not yet learned | purpose- to provide lodgings f o r  on rs_ Ann's or inquire of J.
universal military service was uni­
versal physical training, which he 
urged should be adopted in the schools 
throughout the country.
“The great need for physical train­
ing in the schools was brought home 
to us in a dreadful way at the time of 
the first draft, when we were all 
horrified to discover that such a large 
percentage of our young men were 
Unfit for military service.
“The facts pointed to an urgent need j 
for a new system in the teaching o f ! 
youth, and may I say that the physical; 
training of American children is not a 
matter for local or state authorities, 
but is a matter of intense moment to 
the national government.
“The best expenditure of money 
which could be made by the national 
government today would be that given 
to the adoption of physical training in 
the schools of the country. There 
could be nothing better nor more 
appropriate.”
“In connection with physical train 
Ing in the schools, personal and \ 
community hygiene should also be ! 
taken up. The importance of these 
measures cannot be exaggerated. 
Educators should use every effort, and 
every force possible should be brought 
to bear upon public opinion until these 
programs are carried out.”
Dr. Eliot referred to system of physi­
cal and military training In Switzer­
land as a model. This training begins 
at 8 and continues until the boy is 18. 
The groundwork of physical training I 
Is so excellent, according to the 
speaker, that the first training of the 
soldier can he limited to three months.
Dr. Eliot said some states refused 
to take up the matter of military 
training. He pointed out that in | 
Massachusetts some schools already 
conducted military drill as a part of 
the school course.
“Through military training,” he con- J 
eluded, “the boy finds the value of c o -1 
operative discipline. Through ex -; 
perience he realizes its importance, i 
Military service develops intellignce. | 
memory and alertness, and its great i 
moral effect cannot be estimated, j 
Thera is no limit to the moral value 
o f military training, in peace as well 
as in war.”
to utilize), and the employment of the , Belgian people in the devasted region, WEBSTER, ORONO
H.
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Camels are sold everywhere in scientific­
ally sealed packages o f 20  cigarettes; or 
ten packages (200 cigarettes) in a glass- 
ine-paper-covered carton. W e strongly 
recommend this carton for the home or 
office supply, or when you  travel.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C.
A M E L S ’ expert biend o f  choice 
a Turkish and choice Domestic 
tobaccos answers every cigarette 
desire you ever had! Camels give 
such universal delight, such unusual 
enjoyment and satisfaction you ’ll 
call them a ciu arette revelation!
If you’d like a cigarette that does 
not leave any unpleasant cigaretty 
aftertaste or unpleasant cigaretty 
odor, s m o k e  Camels! I f  you 
hunger for a rich, m ellow -m ild  
cigarette that has all that desirable 
cigarette “body” — well, you get 
some Camels as quickly ns you can!
Camels’ expert blend makes all this 
delightful quality possible. Your 
personal test will prove that Camel 
Cigarettes are the only cigarettes 
you ever sm oked that just seem 
made to meet your taste ! You will 
prefer them to either kind of to­
bacco smoked straight!
Compare Camels for quality and 
satisfaction with any cigarette in 
the world at any price l
—“and from there we went to Japan**
Talk about adventures f
Men in the Navy come 
home with the kind of 
experiences that most 
chaps read of only in the 
books.
Here’s your chance!
Uncle Sam has, as you know; 
a Lig Navy and gives red- 
blocded young feUows like you 
an opportunity to step aboard 
and “ shove off” .
What will you get out o f  it?
Just this: •
A chance to  rub elbows with 
foreign folks in strange parts o f 
the world.
The chance for good honest 
work on shipboard— the kind o f 
work that teaches you something 
real: the kind o f  work that puts
beef on your shoulders and haiv 
on your chest.
You will get 30 care-free vaca*
tion days a year, not counting 
shore leave in home or foreign 
ports.
You will have the kind of com* 
radeship in travel that sailors 
know.
You will have regular pay  ^
over and above your meals, lodg­
ing and your first uniform outfit 
—good stuff all of it.
You can join for two years. 
When you get through you’ll be 
physically and mentally “ tuned 
up”  for the rest of your life. 
You’ll be ready through and 
through for SUCCESS.
There’s a Racrmting Station 
right near you. I f  you don’t  
know where it is, your Post­
master will be glad to tell you.
7b any Father and Mother: —
tn  the Navy your boy’s food, heaJth, work and play, and 
tnoi&l welfare are looked after by responsible exports.
Shove off! -Join the
U. S .N avy
0  A  Pair
of Shoes
The other day a farmer came to town 
with a small calfskin. “ It ’ll buy us 
shoes and stockings at least,”  said he.
B u t it  d id n ’ t ! It wouldn’t even pay 
for a pair o f  shoes for his small b oy !
Yet some folks blame the farmer for 
the high cost o f  shoes and things!
IKe COUNTRY 
G EN TLEM AN
is trying to beat it into the heads o f 
some o f our green city economists that 
the farmer isn’t getting any more than 
a fair  return — if he gets that.
He is a capitalist — an 
employer of labor — but 
without enough organi­
zation to control his mar­
kets. When labor cuts 
hours— and at the same 
time production — the 
farmer suffers because he 
produces the raw mate- 
rialsof manufacture. And 
when labor boosts wages 
— and prices— the farm­
er suffers by having to
pay more for factory 
goods. The one big voice 
that is speaking con­
stantly for the farmer 
these days is THE COUN­
TRY Gentleman. Are 
you reading it ? If you’re 
“ from Missouri” and 
want to be shown— let 
me show you. For 52 is­
sues of this great weekly 
you pay me only $1— 
yet they save you $100.
A  W HOLE Y E A R -5 2  BIG IS S U E S -$1
A. C. T O Z I E R
60 Pierce Ave.
Phone 527— 1 Houlton, Maine
52 itMMt—$1.M
An authorised subscription representative o f
Ik lr ie t ’Bom jonri IhSrfediySwmglWl
12 mmm-91.75 12 I
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THE ‘RED’ MOVEMENT
APPEARS WORLD-WIDE
A single day’s developments sug­
gest the world-wide extent of the “red" 
movement.
In Germany a Communist program, 
entitled “Preparations for Civil War,” 
was captured, containing instructions 
for a general organization to bo 
created within twenty-four hours, and 
for these methods of warfare: The 
ruthless stoppage of industries; the 
creation of armed groups in individual 
Industries; the occupation of all fo§d 
bureaus; immediate reports as to how 
many and what kinds of weapons are : 
on hand and what organizations; 
already have been formed; guiding 
orders and directions to come from 
Berlin, and financial support and 
material assistance promised from | 
Russia. !
In London, at a meeting of the Brit­
ish Socialist party, one of the speak- j 
ers expressed entire approval of the 
soviet system, and a readiness to go 
aB far in England as the Bolshevik! 
have gone in Russia; another speaker 
explained that the aim of bolshevism 
was world-wide revolution, and wel­
comed the evidence of revolution in 
America; other speakers talked of 
the early creation of a soviet repub­
lic of Great Brltian, with a sister 
republic in Ireland, and urged the 
getting of guns, and even machine 
guns, for the revolution—predicting 
that the coming revolution would be 
a bloody one, and the workers would 
need to be armed; and, after these 
sanguinary speeches, resoutlons were j 
adopted congratulating the Russian j 
soviet government “on its resistance | 
to the combined forces of world 
capitalism” and rejoicing in the 
military successes of the Red army.
In New York, a proclamation was 
widely distributed, signed by the 
“American Anarchist Federated Com­
mune Soviets,” urging workers to a 
general strike, and advocating the 
overthrow of the government through 
the formation of “workers’ battalions.”
It described the government as “the 
upholder of the present capitalictie 
system,” representing, not the people, 
but "the exploiting manufacturers, 
skinning middlemen, and robbing, 
bankers” ; and it urged the working 
class, no matter what obstacles the 
government might put in the way to 
ignore and disobey all laws. It went 
on wjth this summons:
We call upon you workers, of every 
industry in the country, to go on a 
general strike * * * When your most 
active spokesmen are imprisoned, do 
not sit idly by, but unite in workers’ 
battalions, smashing the jail doors, 
and freezing those imprisoned. In 
order that you do not starve while 
the battle is on, we urge these 
workers’ battalions to take possession 
as soon* as possible of all the food 
stores, for it is yours, the workers, 
who have produced it. Workers, you 
must either face the most horrible 
defeat imaginable, which will turn 
you into servitude, or you must meet 
the challenge of capitalism’s war 
declaration, and fight its protector, 
the government, with any weapon 
you can lay hold of, and turn this 
war into a social revolution, then in 
its place build the new society based 
on the right of every human being to 
enjoy all that each one produces. The 
Free Commune Society, The Anarchist 
Society.
We are confronting the menace of 
a war upon law and government 
which is not only nation-wide, but 
world-wide; and the sooner we real­
ise the extent and slginficance of the 
menace, the better.
! Indianapolis and Mrs. Kate Waller J Barrett of Alex andria, \ a., were 
j elect, c !  to tV  ne office honorary J  presi Ants.
' Laws legitimizing children born out 
of wedlock were urged in the resolu­
tions presented by Mrs. Ellen Spencer 
Mussey, chairman of the department 
of legal status of woman and children. 
The resolution, which was unanaimous- 
ly adopted, included the rights of the 
child to the father’s name and to 
inherit property of both parents.
Other resolutions presented by Mrs. 
Mussey advocated the establishment of 
minimum wage boards in all states, 
urged laws giving joint and equal 
guardianship of parents over minor 
children and for raising the age neces­
sary for making a contract, and 
appealed to Congress to pa|s laws
allowing women marrying aliens to 
.etai their citizenship.
Mi . Muss' - said hat aj > oxim ly 
20,00 alien slides < i America 1 sol.Aers 
are now in this country. She proposed 
that all alien women should be requir­
ed to elect whether they would become 
naturalized or desire to retain their 
native eit’ zenship.
The report of Dr. Elizabeth Thelberg 
chairman of the public health depart 
i men! urged compulsory notification of 
i venereal diseases to health authorities. 1 
j She advocated the laboratory method 
of examinations.
Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt and Miss 
Lucy E. Anthony were elected gov­
ernors of the international council 
which will be held in Norway in 
September, 1920. This council meets 
every five years.
SOHE BIG ROAD PROJECTS
Am the special tv- 
: ‘cent aleral Aid ro:: 
• i-t by the United Si 
m.ut of Agriculture ai
Sires of the 
"ecord as 
i-.s Depart- 
three road
projects to cost over $1,000,000, one of 
them over $2,000,000. Pennsylvania 
had first place in the number of state­
ments approved during July, the 
amount of Federal aid allowances, 
and the estimated cost of roads to he 
constructed, while Nebraska turned 
in tin' grimiest mileage. Seventeen 
projects in Pennsylvania approved will 
cost $4,607,028.41 for which the Federal 
aid is $1,908,997.40. Ohio with 12 
projects came next to Pennsylvania 
in the number approved and in the 
estimated cost of the roads to he im­
proved. and third in the amount of 
Federal aid.
Oklahoma’s two projects occupy 
third place for the month in t i-mti- 
inatc l cost of tu ■ road.- a id s.- mid 
in tli- ame mt r : Fedc : I aid : !'aw- 
ance. This State lead-: tit » country 
in the size of a single project handled 
in July. It is estimated to cost 
$1,271,555.60, for which $609,000 
Federal aid is allowed.
In the record of approvals for tin- 
month of August Arkansas occupies 
first place in the estimated cost an2 
mileage of projects and in respect to 
I the largest, project. Minnesota is 
| first in the total number of projects 
i approved, namely 11, and second i ’ 
the amount of Federal aid allow 
anees. Pennsylvania received the 
largest amount of Federal aid and 
her six approved projects < ome 
second in the estimated cost of the
| roads.i
I On a Massachusetts project, a short 
concrete road, the estimated cost is 
I at the rite of $127,S64 a mile. This 
| is the highest average cost per mile 
! so far shown in any Federal aid road. 
| A bituminous brick or concrete road 
in Ohio will average $67,716 a mile 
and 7.14 miles of concrete or brick in 
Pennsylvania will average $64,015, 
v hil<- another project in Pennsyl­
vania will average $56,442 per mile.
Scratch as Cats Can.
Two rats were about to have a duel, 
"b e t  us have an understanding be- 
fo:e we begin." said one.
! "About what?” asked the other.
‘ Is P to be a duel to the death, or 
shall we make it the best three lives 
out of five?”
______________PAGE NINE
URGE RIGHTS OF
ILLEGITIMATES
Mrs. Philip N. Moore of St. Louis 
was re-elected president of the national 
council of women at its session. Mrs. 
Josephus Daniels was elected third 
vice-president, having sent a telegram 
that she would accept the office, while 
Miss Helen Taft was elected recording 
secretary, although she has not 
signified whether or not she would 
accept. May Wright Sewall o f
a-.: j
i
. 1
Jar^eary
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OLight Man Near You
No matter where vou live, there 
is a Delco-Light man within easy 
reach of you.
This means much more to you 
than mere convenience in the pur­
chase of a Delco-Light plant.
These ipen are trained men — they KNOW electricity as applied to farm use.
They can advise you as to the size of plant you should have.
Delco-Light is a complete electric light and power 
plant for farms and country homes, 
self cranking — air-cooled — ball 
bearings — no belts— only one 
place to oil — Thick Plates, 
long - lived Storage battery 
—SUNS ON KEROSENE.
They can see that your house and be-:; 
are properly wired—
They can superintend the installation of 
the plant so that it will give you the most 
efficient and economical service.
They can  g i v e  y o u  in te llig e n t a d v ice  as to  the p u r­
ch ase  and use o f  w ater system , w a sh in g  m a ch in e , 
c hurn ,  sep arator, m i l k i n g  m a ch in e  and  o th e r  a p p li­
a n ces  that y o u  ca n o p e r a t e  w ith  the e lectr ic ity  
f ur n is he d  b y  D e lc o -L ig h t .
A n d — after the plant is in sta lled  th ey  are a lw a y s  
n ea r -b y  to  a d v ise  w i t h  y o u  and see that y o u  get o n e  
h u n d r e d  per c ent  sa tis fa ction  o u t  o f  its o p e ra tio n —
Delco-Light is lightening tabor, bettering living 
conditions and actually paying for itself in time 
and labor saved in more than 7 5 ,0 0 0  farm homes.
DELCO-LIGHT
Maim* Electric Light & Power Co.. 11 Franklin St., Bangor Maim* Dealer
Iloim* Klee. Lt. il* Pr. Equipment Co., 1:55 Federal St.. Poston. .Mass.— Distributor
T h e  D o m e s t i c  E n g i n e e r i n g  C o m p a n y ,  D a y t o n ,  Ohi<
i! i
M cLE O D
NOW GOING ON
Once a season we mark down and close out our entire stock of COATS  
and FXJRS
SUITS, DRESSES, SKIRTS
This Big M oney Saving Event has proved a great advantage to the people o f Houlton, and m any of our out-of-tow n 
custom ers have com e for m iles to profit b y  this unusual opportunity. Many garm ents have been sold but this b ig  stock re- 
m ains practica lly  unbroken, and we can assure you that a splendid assortm ent o f merchandise awaits your inspection
The Big Mark-Down Sale is Now in Full Force at
THE GARMENT STORE
D. P. McLEOD56 Main St. Houlton, Me.
i !
#,V4Yk-*■**«*=>
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3510 CUBIC FEET OF j  MONEY AND THE
GAS IN HUMAN BODY STOCK MARKET
The body of a man weighing 150 J Th l°ans °* tbe New \ ork (Hearing 
pounds will contain the basis of ap- j House banks on August 1st, 1914, 
prozimately 3500 cubic feet of gas— | before the hurricane of war swept over 
oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen, which j the worId* were around $2,000,000,000.
«t  80 cents per thousand feet would be ,At that tinie a reserve of 25 per cent 
worth $2.80 for illuminating purposes.!waa required and the actual reserve 
says the Electrical Experimenter. He | «howed an aniPle surplus over requlre-
alao contains all the necessary fats to ments- In 1916 loans of the (Hearing 
. , ,, . .. House bunks had risen to over $3,000,-inake a 15-pound candle, and thus to AAn . .. .000,000, deposits were about the same,
gether with his 3500 feet of gases, he and there was still a surplus over
possesses considerable 
possibilities.
illuminating reserve, but reserv repuirements had 
i been reduced by the law to 13 per
His system contains two pounds and cent- instead of 25 per cent. 1 rom
, that time the loans or these banks 20 ounces of carbon, or enough to make , , xincreased more or less steadily, and 
7*0 dozen, or 9360 lead pencils. There |ast week had risen t0 $r,.:i0O.0iK>.0O0.
•re about 50 grains of iron in his blood Vvith deposits around $4,000,000,000, 
aad the rest of the body would supply and the surplus reserve not large in
enough of this metal to make one spike proportion.
i Meantime, the reserve of the Federal 
| Bank system had declined from around 
1 56 per cent, in the summer to 50 per
large enough to hold his weight.
A healthy man contains 54 ounces of 
phosphorous. This deadly poison would
or
cent., and from October 3rd the state- 
e 800,000 matches,  enough ment each week showed a reduction in 
Prison to kill 506 persons. This, with percentage, until on November
two ounces of lime, make Hi * stiff 
banes and brains.
No difference how sour a man looks, 
be contains about 60 lumps of sugar 
af the ordinary cubical dimensions, 
and to make the seasoning complete, 
there are 20 spoonfuls of salt. If a 
were distilled into water, ho
7th it had reached 46.80 per cent. A 
few days later it had sunk, it is said, 
to near the 40 per cent, line of danger.
Thi« gives some idea of the money 
situation and of the causes for the 
drastic action w hich has taken place , 
in the money market in the last few 
days. Last July the Federal Reserve
would make about 38 quarts, or more lla,,k *•"»"* ?
than half his entire welttht. He also >ln* 8Pe<!ulatlon As we pointed out
. . , at that time, speculation was not•Mtains a great deal of starch, chloride 1 t 4
•t potash, magnesium, sulphur and to ' Val1 Stree ' ,m‘ was
hydrochlorine acid in his wonderful ' P ™ e:'(llns “ * ™te a"  th">“ *h. 1 the country in all sorts of commodities.
• y s t e m ._____________ ,^ e said: “Wall Street speculation is
w A irr c  r iT i7 ir iK  only record at t!u? top of thinBS’ ofW A n lO  U ll& L N d  '■••hat is going on in the country. In
, TO OWN HOMES mercantile circles there is proceeding
“We haven’t the first foundation o f . ■ Hie present time a vast amount of
a decent society until every man owns j speulation on a very large scale In
k u  own house and the land on which commodities. An instance is cited to
It stands,” declared Ralph Adams of one concern that is carrying ,
Cffm, speaking before the citizenship ; $15,000,000 worth of vegetable oils
eehool of the Massachusetts Woman which are in. great demand, and the
Suffrage Association on “The City ! concern is holding them for higher
Beautiful.” prices. This is a distinct damage to
"Thla is the only sane basis of right | the consumers and keeps living prices
Bring, and the solution of the housing : in these things, used daily, at top and
problem which now confronts us. It is ! Increasing levels. Speculation of this
diAcnlt for the man to buy his ow n ! kind is a real detriment to the
l o n i  today, not because labor and ma- community.
tertalt have increased in price, but be- Financial monitors watch the 
eaose an excessive amount Is asked for speculative wave on the stock market j 
the land on which he would build. ; for signs of danger. Inasmuch as Wall 
“And this Is because the land is con- j Street reflects accurately the temper 
trolled by men who hold it until they of the whole country, this is wise.” 
caa secure a high price, regardless of Since this was written we have seen 
Its worth. Until we can solve the land uo indication that speculation in 
problem, we shall always be for away j commodities has fallen off. We do not j 
solution of the housing i know of any steps that have been
taken to decrease It. It has, in fact, jproblem/
“Life means more than mere eating, 
drinking and sleeping,” he said. “The
probably increased. The amount of 
money, for instance, required to carry
ifOfg we are engaged in means our j that part of the cotton crop which i * 
contentment and happiness. Life i s ; speculatively held throughout the
made wholesome and Joyous, according | country, say 5.000,000 bales, would b -
to conditions of living. Jnat now we ground $750,000,000, which is equal tn 
are Mving la an ugly environment The half of the whole amount of estimated 
cltlea of today cannot compare with I Wall Street Stock Exchange loans, 
tfeocities of earlier centuries. But the!This is only one commodity. But it 
vrar baa taught us much. 18 difficult to curb the mercantile j
"Tho public can be drawn either up- j  speculator. It Is easier, to smash Wall i 
ward or downward, according to the 1 Street speculation through drastic 
men who do the drawing. Therefore control of the money market, and the i 
responsibility of every man is enor- results in the release of funds are 
sous, to help get rid of the ugly things quick because Wall Street is a cash j
m°re harm TO RID PLANT OF REDS
“ I aak you to devote a considerable Local employes of the Baltimore 
portion of your lives to destroying ugly ; Dry Docks & Shipbuilding Company 
Try to get beauty where th e ! took a hand at a little “boring from 
people can see it. Remember that within” on il.o reds in their ranks, 
beauty does not lie in a $250,000 with the result that leaders of the i 
picture In an art museum—beauty is workmen feel sure that any so-called ; 
everywhere round us in our dally life, radical leaders will be absent after 
If we but look for it. pay day.
“Let us build up the character of After a red circular urging the work- 
ear people, let us bring contentment ers to rise and take possession of the 
la lo  OUT dally lives, and from the light plant for themselves, had been found 
Of fbo good character of its people there, the plant superintendents at the ; 
Vrill mum aft last “the city beautiful.” noon hour today called the workmen
together and laid the situation before j propaganda literature which had been 
them. The men pledged themselves to eirmlatod ;.mong the fellows, 
id tim plant of reds, without, outside The circular headed “ Your Shop” 
aid. and in the next few hours the bore this inscription:
HOULTON TIMES, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1919
issued by the Communist party of | the workmen’s committees informed 
America, 1219 Blue avenue, Chicago.” J the management that they would 
Quantities of the inflammatory docu-! undertake to have their ranks cleared 
men! were turned into company head-! of reds when the whistles blow for
vigilantes had rounded up all tin* red. •’This is propaganda leaflel No. 5 ■ quarters and destroyed, and heads of I the next day's closing.
Billy Moore clever black face comedian with the musical comedy success 
“ My Soldier Girl” coming to the Temple theatre, Thanksgiving day, Thurs­
day Matinee and Night, November 27th.
Where your Pennies do the work of Dollars
Pay us the regular price for any article on sale and w e w ill sell you  another o f  the 
same for ONE CENT
Friday and Saturday, November 28th and 29th
H ATH EW AY DRUG CO.
“The Rexall Store”
This Thanksgiving Selling Brings t
Distinctive Winter Models in Ready-to-Wear
A t Uncommon y Favorable Prices
It goes without saying that you want to be smartly and becomingly clad for Thanks­
giving, whether you intend to spend the day far away or to entertain guests at home. 
And in these noteworthy displays, we feel sure, you will find atire that you feel is “right” 
from a standpoint of beauty, dependability and price.
.Coats.
Xow. undoubtedly, is the best time to 
buy your Winter Coat, because 
■docks are unusually complete and the 
great variety offered affords splen­
did choice. Practical and stylish, 
these Coats are developed of such 
warm, (lural)l(' fabrics as Silvertones, 
Velour, and mixture's. $15 to $65
Suits
If modishness were all that you re­
quired, almost any Suit in the market 
would appeal to you. These attrac­
tively priced offerings stand for some­
thing more. They are good looking, 
serviceable and long-wearing, too. 
Xavy blue and browns are favorites. 
$20 and up.
Frocks of Silk Offer 
Diversity in Styling
When it is a question of Afternoon Dresses, 
this display offers a mulitude of distinctive 
styles. Tunics (so well liked), ruffles, quaint 
plaitings and peplums give these models 
rare individuality and charm. Foremost 
among the fabrics presented are satins and 
taffetas. And almost without exception 
they favor navy blue or black.
P.50 to IP I "  TP.50$17 50 to $57
Serge and Tricotine Dresses
Shop
Early
When woolen Dresses are so pleasingly styled and carefully fashioned of such fine 
quality fabrics as these, they need no other embellishment save neat rows of braid or 
interesting floss embroidered motifs to render them out of the ordinary and smart.
$ 1 6 50 0 $ 6 0 00
Sweater
Days Are Here
-and, certainly, when you have 
visited this offering, you will 
agree that very seldom are 
showings ready with more at­
tractive styles or greater varie­
ties than are featured here.
There are Bell Flare models. 
Slip-over types and many of 
fibre silk. $4.50 and up
ANGORA CAP AND SCARF
SETS FOR CHILDREN
Cold weather means something 
warm for the children. Our 
line of Cap and Scarf Sets will 
help make the little ones com­
fortable. We have a large 
range of styles and colors.
Prices $1.19 per set, up.
Effective Blouses
This is truly an unusually comprehensive 
display of Blouses, including, as it does, all 
types from models almost severely simple to 
gorgeously elaborate affairs.
O v e rb lo u s e s  
I— come first in every 
feminine h e a r t ,  b e- 
| cause they are so ut­
terly charming, and 
because wtih their aid 
one may effect a very 
stunning costume for 
Winter. Jade and blue 
Mikado red and taupe 
are two of the most 
delightful color com­
binations.
$5.98 to $15.00 
R eg u la tion  B lo u se s  
In these groups you find a splendid assort­
ment of practical Blouses. Stylishly devel­
oped of tub silks, crepe de chines, georgette 
crepes and lingerie materials, they assure 
you long and satisfactory wear.
$2.50 to $6.50
Qyality Furs
In a season when higher prices 
seem to be the order of the day, 
it is a pleasant thing to find Furs 
of such obvious quality at rea­
sonable prices.
the best in Furs 
It pays to buy 
Below are a few of our most 
striking values:
Raccoon $55.00 a set
Red Fox (natural) $85.00 a set 
Black China Fox $30.00 up 
Christmas Gift Displays 
are Ready
Joe Bernstein’s Ladies’ Garment Store
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A KILLING OFFICE
President Wilson will be 64 years I
APPOINTMENTS TO
WEST POINT
The following letter from The 
Adjutant General of the Army is pub­
lished for the information and 
guidance of all concerned:
1. Attention is invited to the 
provision of law* which authorizes the 
appointment of cadets to the United 
8totes Military Academy from among 
enlisted men of the National Guard, was past 65 at retirement. From
tions were such that visitors from a , and we guarantee that our fertilizer 
| distance somewhat seldom invaded I will contain no Borax or other 
the President** privacy. Washington 1 injurious materials or any waste
its utmost ability, but it can not donations, influence congress because
so without funds for that purpose, they keep men at Washington all the
Buchanan retired at 70. Taylor, tt* j home often and gIadly from'and other material* which are used
old ou Dec. 28. and the oldest occu-j ^  ^  a w # y  t0 t h e  s 0 0 t h i n g  j malerial. such as wool waste, hair.IBv<,ry ‘ he state ot Maine
pant of the White House ^  I quiet of Mt. Vernon, and John Adams j feathers, leather scraps, leather shoes and every busineas man who deals
’ ' with the farmer or Is effected by the
farmers prosperity, ought to contribute 
to our legislative fund.
Labor unions and industrial organi-
flrst Harrison, and Jackson were the 
! only other presidents to exceed Mr. 
i Wilson’s present age in the White 
House until we get back to 1825, 
when Monroe retired at 67. From 
Jackson back to Washington every 
President except John Quincy Adams
company’s, as
between the ages of 19 and 22 years, 
who have served as enlisted men not
Jackson onward no man except the 
first Harrison. Taylor r ul Buchanan
' the White House, where his wife by many fertilizer 
found the domestic arrangements; organic nitrogen.
rather trying. It remained for John’s Fertilizer agents are telling the 
! son. who followed the easy-going farmers that they have German potash 
“Virginia dynasty,’’ to give the White in their goods. We ehallange any 
House grounds, for the first time in fertilizer company, making such claim I 
many years, the air of a well-kept to show evidence that they have 
New England homestead. Now the received a single shipment of German 
President lives in a palace, with a potash since the Armistie was signed, j 
humming business office at his elbow No farmer should be fooled by these I 
and a sort of public park for his claims as they are simply made to j 
garden, and obtains respite from sell their goods. j
carking care only by the aid of the Wake up farmers and let us get ou t! 
army and navy or the tyranny of his from under this fertilizer octopus, j 
physician. No wonder ex-presidents which has been making enormous 
do not grow old. profits at the expense of the farmers.
---------------------  Mr. O. B. Griffin, one of the Board
of Directors and Geo. V. Brown, 
General Manager, will attend the
time who are working for their 
interest.
The farmers have been discriminated 
against largely, because of their 
appathy and indifference to such 
matters.
a r
occupied the White House at
1m s  than one year. The original than 60 years of age, and only four
pappose of this law was to encourage besides Mr. Wilson and those already
enlistments, and it is suggested, there- excepted attained 60.
tare, that the matter be brought to the For the last flfty years* and espe"
.  ^ . . .  . . , . .. , dally for the last thirty, the presi-aotice of the adjutants general of the , . , , .... ~ , ^ ^  , ; dency has been a killing office, and
respective States and Territories, and • ^he WOnder is that no President ex- j
that they be urged to give it w ide, cept Harrison and Tayor has died a , AROOSTOOK FEDERATION
fabUcIty. in the hope that interest, natural death during his term. It is 0 F  FARMERS conference at'Bangor; November 19,
During the past week the Federation at which representatives of the 
of farmers has been busy holding farmers unions and the Fruit Growers
only in the National Guard, but! said that the average span of life is 
1a West Point as well, may be ; lengthening in this country, but lead-
stimulated.
2. There are forty-eight cadet ships 
at the Military Academy available for
ers in business and in public life 
hardly seem to share in this common 
blessing. While we have looked to
fertilizer meetings with the members Exchange will meet and endeavor to 
of the different locals, throughout the protect some plan whereby the
from the National Guard, who are t o ; easier for a good many men and
<k« admjaaion n«xt June of candidates i the health o f chldren. and made life Meetlngs *»ve been held at Afferent organization* can pool their
Caribou. Presque Isle. Houlton, Fort interests in the state of Maine, so that
Fairfield, Limestone, Washburn and they may vork harmoniously together.
Mr. Joseph E. Hall, who has been In 
the Washington, in the interest of the 
much interested Aroostook farmers, has returned. Mr. j
DMMnbtr'lS, next The requirements ■ the flret 7 l g h "  pres"ldents“ " Washing; and have already |)laced iarge order1s sllcceeded <" Betting a hearing!
mt to •<« and length o f service apply ton alone died short o f 70, and of , 0 *  f e r t l u * * 1 '  t o r  l h e  c o m i n g  y e a r ;  A  * ‘ o r , ‘  t h e  W a y s  a n d  M e a n s  < o m -  i
the I the other seven, one reached 73. one saving ot from ten t0 fltteen dollars 1V“ tee and was aWe to present t0 !
per ton which can be made by purchas- them the urgent need of Aroostook i
be selected by the Governors of the ; women in various occupations, we , iU
severs! States, from among the j have steadiy piled burdens upon the 1 As&land- At a11 oi these meetings the 
successful competitors in a preliminary j President of the United States, until \attendance has been £°od and 
examination to be held between [ his load has become stupendous. O f! *armers have been
to the date of admission to
. Academy. Prior service of a candi-! 78, one 79, and four lived beyond 80.
M|ete who enlisted in a National Guard Van Buren, who died at 79 , was the 
Offantsatton may be taken in to; last President except Buchanan to 
consideration In determining h is  live even in retirement to 71. 
eligibility for appointment, including Most of our esrly presidents en- 
. any subsequent service with the Army j tered the White House when past 58. 
o f the United Stated* regardless of the , and left it still vigorous and active, 
branch to which he may have been The first Adams and Jefferson out- 
aaslgned. Similarly, service with a > lived retirement, the latter by twenty- 
new National Guard organization prior  ^five years, the former by. seventeen, 
to its recognition by the Federal;John Quincy Adams was in active 
•Government may bo considered, the political life for nineteen years after 
date to enlistment of the soldier and 'his retirement, and his career as ex- 
not the date ot the recognition of the ; President was hardly less distin- 
organisation, being the governing date, j guished and useful than the period 
TO be eligible, however, a man must, j from his precocious youth to the 
at the time of his designation, be an year 1829. Fillmore outlived his re- 
enlisted man of recognized unit of the j tirement twenty-one years, but no 
National Guard, organized, under the , President since has seen three of his 
National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, j successors except Hayes. Cleveland 
mbaequently to the draft of August and Pierce, who. thanks to the crime ■ yean 
b, 1917. Prom the foregoing it will be Qf Booth, saw four.
Men that it is not now too late for a Although the presidency has never 
young man who has had sufficient been a “clane. c.i.-y job.” our early 
prior service to acquire eligibility presidents managed to throw off the 
under a new enlistment. cares of office for many weeks to-
3. There has never been a time gether. No telegram or telephone
:4
MERCHANTS ARE THANKFUL
Merchants who have made the Houl­
ton Trust Company their depositary, 
are thankful that they have a strong 
banking connection—one that is ever 
ready to meet their legitimate re­
quirements with promptness and 
efficiency.
Checking Accounts are solicited.
Houlton Trust Co.
Ho ulton,Maine
ing fertilizer through the federation, county and the State of Maine, for a | 
is a remarkable saving and one which tariff on Agricultural products. Mr.! 
will be of benefit to every citizen of Hall also attended the hearing on the ! 
Aroostook county, because it means Capper Herman bill, allowing farmers j 
that just that amount of money will to organize for collective bargaining, 
be left in the country, instead of being These matters are of vital interest to j 
paid out as profits to the fertilizer farmers of Aroostook county and the | 
companys. state of Maine. ;
Farmers, who used the chemicals ^  the farmers of the county want; 
last year, not only saved from twenty a duty on potatoes or want the right; 
to thirty dollars per ton but got better of collective bargaining, they must be j 
crops than where commercial goods willing to fight for it. The Aroostook 
were used. In many cases where used Federation of Farmers propose t o 1 
bevii.ii' commercial goods, the home champion the cause of the farmer t o , 
mixed gave an increase in crop, more — — ■ m . ,
than sufficient to pay the entire cost 
of the fertilizer. Thus really getting 
the fertilizer for nothing.
Mr. R. J. Sullivan, who was for nine 
chief chemist of one of the
STATE OF MAINE 
Treasurer’s Office,
Augusta, Maine Nov. 7, 1919 
Persuant to Chap. 10, Sec. 44 of the 
Revised Statutes; I will sell and 
convey by deed to the highest bidder, 
at the Treasurer of State’s Office at
* , H . * !. «f land hereinafter described; lying in
• Aroostook Unincorporated townships, said tracts
brought obtru i v r »  nr' 
summering TT^  i lc  t 
slow and i n l ' r  q n
til-
I can inform you in a word:
since the passage of the law authoriz­
ing appointments from the National 
Guard when all the vacancies have 
been filled, and every candidate front 
that source who has qualified and who 
desired entrance to the Academy has 
been admitted. It is not believed 
probable that ail the vacancies wilt 
be filled next June, so that any 
candidate from the National Guard 
who qualifies may be practically 
assured of admission. The educational 
and other advantages afforded by 
West Point arre such that any 
ambitious youth well might consider 
seriously the question of enlisting in 
the National Guard for the purpo. e 
o f  competing for an appointment.
2. The cadetships referred to in 
obove letter have been allotted for 
the various States by the Adjutant 
General of the Army. In view of the 
abort time available for preparation 
for such preliminary examination as 
may be held by the respective 
-Governors between December 1 and 15, 
and the final entrance examination 
lor the successful candidates which 
will be held beginning on the third 
Tuesday in February, 1920, all officers 
concerned are urged to expedite the 
selection of candidates, and to take 
fall advantage of the opportunity 
offered for stimulating esprit in 
Individual organizations as well as 
interest in the National Guard as a 
whole. It is the belief of this Bureau 
that there Is no class of men in thi3 
Country from which better and more 
aaltable material could be selected for
cadetships than the class represented For 100 years GOLD MBDAL Haarlem
.  .. o„uat<wl mpn of the . baa enabled suffering humanity toby the younger enlisted men oi tne w!th>tand attajCk9 of kidney, liver,
National Guard. bladder and stomach troubles and all
3 Phamphlets containing information S i ^ a a ^ ’g'SriW  u p 'L a ’ re.SSS'S
regarding the raimTe
mission of cadets to the United States watched, because they filter and purify 
Military Academy and other useful *he blood; unless they do their work
 
o f f
In days o f war or days o f peace.
Milled on Honor— Idea-1 for 
Every Baking
TOWN TALK FLOUR
large fertilizer oempanys and who for 
three years has had charge of the Augusta, on the twenty-eight day of 
f tt:l':c ; department of one of the November next, at 4 o ’clock P. M. all'
kirg ' ’ hetnmal h.en > • in the the interest of the State in the tract:
has - ’ gaged
Federation of Fanners as a purchasing having been forfeited to the State for 
agent. By this arrangement we are non-payment of State. County, Forestry
able to purchase our materials at the ;L)is*rb'*; r^ ax®‘Sl* certified, to the
: .. ,... , Treasurer of State for the year 1R17.same price the tertilr/er companys do The sa!o and (.onVeyanee 'o f each
tract will be made subject to a right 
in thi1 owner or part owner whose 
rights have been forfeited, to redeem 
he same at any time within one year 
lfter the sale by paying or tendering to 
he purchaser his portion of what the 
imvhaser paid theretor at the sale 
•Vi'h interest at the rate of twenty per 
•enr, per annum, from the time of the 
ale, end one dollar for release, or 
iii'h owner may redeem his interest 
'<> paying as aforesaid to the Treasur- 
■r of Stati' as provided in f ’hap. Id, 
■ee. }'! of the Reviser! Statutes.
\’o tract, however, will hi' sold at u 
• rise less than the full amount due 
thereon for sm h unpaid State. County 
•)d Forestry District Taxes, interest- 
mi costs, as described in the follow­
ing schedule:
Aroostook County
Portion Amt. 
unpaid
T A. R. 5, \Y. K. ],. S . 
part of, being a parcel of 
kind at the junction of 
the east and west branch­
's of the Aroostook road 
in the south part of 
taid township. Said pan e] 
is reputed to he owned In- 
Line Marshland contains 
seven acres.'more or less All 
JOSEPH W. SIMPSON
Houlton SavingsJS
.  - .  — re -  -  . r e . ^ C / -HO ULTON, M A IN E ^
The very latest news I’ve heard*
" t
The sales f Town Talk Flour increase^
First
E V E R Y  D O L L A R
You Deposit in the
National Bank
of Houlton, Maine 
Is under the supervision of
United States Government
SAFE, GENTLE " r ™ E D
BRINGS SURE RELIEF
hitonnation relative thereto have been 
distributed by The Adjutant General 
« f  the Army to the various Governors 
and should be obtainable by those 
interested by applying to the State 
Adjutant General
GEORGE McL. PRESSON. *---------
The Adjutant General. ,
Sad Thought. j j
“ I’m In doubt about the wisdom of j 
arresting the food-profiteers.”
**Why? I should think you’d want 
-then punished.”
“ It may be all right to punish them,
Sat as a consumer I’m afraid they’ll 
raise prices again to get money to pay 
their fines.”
you are doomed.
Weariness, (sleeplessness, nervousness, 
despondency, backache, stomach trou­
ble, pains In the loins and lower ab­
domen. gravel, difficulty when urinat­
ing, rheumatism, sciatica and lumbago  
all warn you o f trouble with your kld- 
neya GOLD M BDAL Hasrlem Oil Cap­
sules are the remedy you need. Take 
three or four every day. The healing 
oil soaks into the cells and lining of 
the kidneys and drives out the poisons. 
New life and health will surely follow, 
when your normal vigor has been re­
stored continue treatment for a while 
to keep yourself In condition and pre­
vent a return of the disease.
Don’t wait until you are incapable of 
fighting. Start taking GOLD M EDAL  
Haarlem Oil Capsules today. Tour drug­
gist will cheerfully refund your money 
lr you are not satisfied with resultsi 
«y re to get the original Import­
ed GOLD M EDAL and accept no sub­
stitutes. Tn three sizes. Sealed pack­
ages. At all drug stores.
MOOT
"WHrt Thewaanda Have Found Gives
M M  From This Painful Trouble.
RhamBAttai is s eonstitntion&l dis- 
numifeatiiiff itself in local aches 
mad pains, inflamed joints and stiff 
muscles. It eannot be cured by local 
air external applications. It must 
kare constitutional treatment.
Take a course of the great blood- 
purifying and tonic medicine, TTooi’s 
Sarsaparilla, which corrects the a 'id 
condition of the blood on wL .h 
rheumatism depends, and gives per­
manent relief. This medicine com­
bines, with excellent alteratives and 
tonics, what is generally conceded to 
bo the most effective agent in the 
treatment of this disease.
If s cathartic or laxative is 
*ake Hood’s Pills. Puiely vegeLuu.e.
B R O A D W A Y  P H A R M A C Y
Next to Elko Cluh Prescription Druggist M a la  Street
NO  use arguing about it, or m aking chin-m usic in a minor key! I f you ’ve got the jim m y-pipe or ciga­rette makin’s notion cornered in your smokeappetite, slip 
it a few  liberal loads o f  Prince Alberti
B oiled  d o w n  to  reg u la r  o ld  b e tw een -u s -m a n -ta lk , 
P rin ce  A lb e r t k ick s  th e “p ip ”  r ig h t o u t o f  a p ip e ! 
Puts pipe pleasure into the 24-hours-a-day jo y ’us class! 
M akes cigarette rolling the toppiest o f  sports! P . A . is so 
fragrant, so fascinating in flavor, so refreshing!
Prince Albert can ’t bite your tongue or parch your 
throat! Y ou  go  as far as you  like according to your smoke 
pirit! Our exclusive patented process cuts out bite and 
parch!
Toppy rmd bag9, tidy rmd tins, handtomm pound and half-pound tin 
humidor*— and—that clotty, practical pound cryttcdglatt humidor with 
tpongm moistentr top that kempt the tobacco in each perfect condition.
R. J. Reynold! Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C
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N. B. is visiting her sister, Mrs. Harry 
Stewart.
Mr. Claud U. Bishop of Washburn ; 
spent Sunday with his daughter, Mrs. : |n the matter of
BAN KR UPT'S  P E TITIO N  FOR 
DISCHARGE
Jewett Adams.
Mr. Thomas Haggerty of Boston is 
visiting Mr. Issue Bishop and family 
and other friends.
Mrs. Daniel Stewart spent last
In Bankrupt )
resigned his pastorate and spent one week in Houlton with her son Byron 
'year in military service as Chaplain Stewart and family.
George ! ’• Kelley
Bankrupt. |
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the 
District Court of the United States for 
the District of Maine.
OFoRGF I*. KELLEY o f  VVestlieldMONTICELLO
Elisabeth, the young daughter of j \n the American Army in France. Misses Mabel and Gladys Adams o f : in the County of Aroostook and
Rev. and Mrs. G. H. Taylor, is much Throughout his ministry he has proven Houton spent Sunday with their i state of Maine, in said District respect-
himself to be a strong Evangelist, parents Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Adams. j fully represents that on the 22nd day of
and since his return from over seas Parker Byron of Portland is visiting September, 1919, last past, he was duly
has been laboring to make the relatives. This is Parker’s first visit j adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
Improved from her serious illness of 
the past two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Wellington, Miss 
Nera Buck, Agnes Stanley and Mrs. 
■rnest Williams left Saturday morning 
for a weeks bunting on the South 
branch.
Mrs. Anthony Fiske who has been 
spending the summer with her mother, 
lira. Ernest Williams at Harvey, re- 
tnrned to her hopie in Boston Wed­
nesday morning.
lira. H. L. Good who has been in 
Montreal some weeks with Mr. Good, 
who underwent a very serious oper­
ation. at a hospital there, returned 
Saturday evening and reports the oper­
ation successful and that he is 'gain
Methodist Centenary Slogan “A Million 
Souls Won to Christ this Year” a 
reality. Chaplain Croft is now work­
ing in Houlton, having just concluded 
a successful campaign in Caribou. The 
people of Hodgdon are ooking forward 
with great pleasure to the coming of 
this strong and enthusiastic Evangelist
home since he went to France o v e r ! Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that 
two years ago. he has duly surrendered all his property
Mrs. Harriet Rhoda of Houlton and 
Mrs. Elizabeth Rhoda of Mars Hill,
and rights of property, and has fully 
complied with all the requirements of
spent one day last week with Mr. and j said Acts and of the orders of Court 
Mrs. B. K. Burleigh. touching his bankruptcy.
The successful hunters for getting | Wherefore he prays, That he may be 
Moose last week were, Messers. Leve I decreed by the Court to have a full dis
A cordial invitation is extended to all i Esterbrooks and son Wilmont, Harold • charge from all debts provable against *
to attend these services.
OAKFIELD
W. E. Mathews is spending the week­
end in Houlton.
____. . . . . Mr. Edward Perry of Sherman was
calling on friends in town last week, 
u s  many rrienas. Mi*. Henry Shield returned from a
«•«•*« **«*» ' hunting trip recently with a largeLUPLOW ; Moose.
Mrs. Raymond Noyes has moved to Mr. G. H. Grant has recently been 
Houlton for the winter. i , . T „,days. He leaves four children, Mrs.employed by the L. A. Barker Co. a s [W^rre|1 Bul( Mrs Br,ggg Hardy. and
Geo. McKay of this town and Mrs.Harry Thomas of H. H. S. spent the grocery clerk.« 5 ^ n d  wtth his parents. i Mr. and Mrs. W H. Whittier a r e , obert , Maxwell. N. B. Funeral
Mias Flossie Crane visited at the receiving congratulations on the services were held at the home of 
of her brother last week. .arrival of a young son last Tuesday. M w  Bull on Sunday afternoon
Russell, Marion Glidden and Garfield j his estate under said bankruptcy Acts, 
Burton. ! excePt such debts as are excepted by
The friends here of Mr. Harry j law from such discharge.
Graham will be interested to learn of I Dated  this  i:th d a y  o f  N o v e m b e r  a . 
his marriage to Miss Mary Allen in , D., 1910.
Boston last week, and Mr. and Mrs. '
Graham are on a wedding tour in New j 
York.
Mr. John McKay died very suddenly { 
while at his work on Thursday, Nov. I District of Maine. Northern Division, ss 
20th, age 79 years 11 months and 27 | ()|1 tlu. , , nd day of Xovember> A. r>„
1910, on reading the foregoing petition,
it is—
O F O K G F  I*. K E L L E Y  
Bankrupt.
O R D E R  O F  N O T I C E  T H E R E O N
M n. Charlie Porter and daughter) Mrs. L. A. Barker, Miss Marion' M Florence Carver officiating 
Dorothy of Littleton spent a few days ; Moore. Miss Beulah O’Roak, attended Q Mondav the remains were taken 
Hit week with Mrs H. H Cosman ,the teacher’s meeting at Island Falls ° n H
Mr. aad Mrs. Charles Porter of Lit-1 Tuesday.
tleton, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams and 
Mr. and Mrs. George Carpenter of 
Hammond; Mr. and Mrs. Ora Adams,
LITTLETON
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
be had upon the same on the 2nd day of 
January. A. I).. 1020, before said Oourt 
at Bangor in said District, Northern 
Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; 
and that notice thereof be published in 
| the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed 
! in said District, Northern Division, and 
I that all known creditors and other per- 
attending I sons in interest, may aj^tear at the said 
I time and place, and show cause, if any
1st church, Sunday.
I X T O R B
Miss Wildie Stevens 
relatives In Houlton.
Mrs. Alfred London 
relatives at Monticello.
A number of people from this town
is visiting
is
The ladies of the Baptist Aid will i 
hold a Fancy Goods Sale, Dec. 9th. j
after which they will serve a baked j Linwood Anderson is 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Moores, Mr. and | bean supper at the Vestry. j Houlton Business College.
Mre. Ward Hand and Mr. and Mrs. j A large crowd from out of town . Delpha, litle daughter of Mr. and j thev have, whv the prayer of said peti- 
Robert Powell of New Lim erickM iss attended the Vitagraph production j Mrs. J. A. Robinson is quite ill with I tioner should not be granted.
Beatrice Pond of Houlton and Mlsss \ “Over the Top” by Empy. Saturday ! indigestion. j And it is Further Ordered by the Court,
Millie Scott of Hodgdon were present 'night at the Martin Theatre. Morris, son of Thomas Nicholson is |That the Clerk shall s e n d  by
at the afternoon service at the Bap- Mrs. Minnie Steves from Livingstone j confined to his bed by an attack of i mail to all known creditors copies of sa.id
Montana, who has been visiting her • scarlet fever. [ petition and this order, addressed to
father Mr. Harry Fisher for a few j Paul L. White recently returned to j them at their places of residence as j
weeks, returned home Wednesday. Van Buren to resume his work at St. ! stated.
Mr. C G. Saywood returned from a ! Mary's College. i witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
two weeks trip to Boothbay Harbor Mr. and Mrs. Clias. B. Porter were i judge of the said Court, and the seal
visiting ®®tu.rd.ay’ He instaI1 seve.ral (the guests of H. H. Cosman of Ludlow 'thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi-■ Electric Pumps in town the coming iover the sabbath. . sion of’ said District on the 22nd day of j
wee -^ Verna, daughter of D. F. Adams November, A. D., 1019.
w e attending the Evangelistic services refu™ed ^ m e SFriday from WaterviUe =nr itnh<h misfo!'t" n‘' »'••«« »> <L. 8.) ISABEL SHEEHAN.In Ludlow retuineo nome r riaay irom waterviiie, ; sprain her ankle. Deputy Clerk.
Ililian Crawford went to where they have been vls2tl,n,g \Ilss J A. Shaw and two children, who
I M & k X  E * J £ 5 £ e  i T W k  ^ " f l M00re <“  ,he P*,rt,eM S a n ;' - «  '-e.> ill with «»r le . fever are
**ClwenwUHutcWnsone who °has*ebeen Martln J heatre announces the : '®'>ereTNT<-holOTn was culled koine
vlalttn. relative here returned to following Flint Stars for this week: from Moulton Business College bv (heTleUmg relatives here.Returned to „when , Come Back t0 you" by ; n,n,.88 „ r his MoiTf8. ’
hie home in New uecuora, mass, on D Demille. Matinee Thursday ( .ra!l(l on ih(. grainl
-STS. this town and Mrs. *.*« P. M. .“Down to Earth.". h y 'jur>. an’d fttXSSZ
IIaHa qhaw of Pembroke N B were Douglass Fairbanks. Thuisda> night. j liry at t S .  J. Court in session at Marie Shaw of Pembroke n h  were „L of the circus.” final and last HOUiton
united In marriage at her home on . , nVifhv nitj-ht V , . o,
Wednesday afternoon, Nov. 19th by p „ , y p g a , nth(mv enter- f a!lles, s on<‘ ^ " <)rl' inK 111 lll(‘R«v Mr Giherson of Pembroke Mr. all(1 Mls’ F- , A|lth(,.u> Potiito house tor the Federation ot
•ndM™ Rnell W e  manv friends who a party ot ten m(hes trom ()ak' Farmers, while I). F. Adams is awav
2 *  ^Tendfni c o n g rS S io n s  ,ield «  tb«ir •* HUman. Tues- his annual hunting tri„.are extending congratu day. A fine dinner was-served and the m ,-. and Mrs. Orrie Titcomb left
VACT U n n rn A N  party en3°yed the refreshments very M()nday for Boston and Manchester,
BAmI f lu in i l iu n  much, consisting of baked beans, \ jj on a pleasure and business trip.
James Duffy of Benedicta is the venison, coffee and cream cake. They are to be absent for several
guest of his sister Mrs. Maggie Finni- Mr. Coleman McLaughlin has i weeks.
gan. crew engaged in repairing the The meeting of the Federation of
Mrs. Elias Eagars was the guest of telephone lines that were so badly |.'avl;UM.s iltdd at tp(J Grange Hall on
Mrs. H. W. Hughes in Houlton last damaged Nov. 1st. It will be several yiomlav evening was well
week. ! days before they get the new poles T. A Schools was elected a delegate to
Miss Minnie Callnan was the guest up and the line in operation as s o .atteml the meeting a Caribou on Tues-
of her sister Miss Gertie Callnan the many of the old poles were- destroyed day. Five new members joined the
past week. by the big snow storm. Federation.
Miss Gladys Brown of Grand Falls,
N. B. is the guest of her aunt Mrs.
Herbert Crane.
A true copy of petition and order thereon 
(L. S.) ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Deputy Clerk
WOMAN SICK TWO YEARS 
TELLS HOW SHE GOT WELL
,\!Ds <1.1 I !;i i: (1 <>t ;{0 < Penci l ] . '  Av.\.  Als- 
ston.  Mass. ,  wr i tes :  "I hav o  horn si. k a l ­
most  i wo  voai  s. had four  d o c t o rs  wi :li 
little or  m'i relief.  I was  g r o w i n g  thii, 
e very  day.  went f rom 1HS to l i t .  I wa-  
s o  d is co ur ag ed  I didn' t  k n ow  what  to do. 
l ine  night,  about  three  we ek s  ago.  I 
p i cked  ipi a paper  and s aw  \our_ I ’ r. 
T r u e ' s  Elixir.  Fami ly  L a x at i ve  and W o r m  
Fxpe i ler  advert i sed .  I m a de  up my  mind 
I had worms ,  and the next day  bo ught  a 
smrtH buttle o f  Dr. T r u e ’ s Elixir.  I was  
surpr i sed at the result ,  s t o m a c h  w o r ms  
s o m e  a l inger long,  so m u c h  sl ime,  thai 
l ooked as t ho ug h it was  just  the skin o f  
worms .  T h e  day  Indore I l o ok  Dr. T r u e  s 
attended. : El ixir 1 thought '  I should  g o  wild with the 
c ra wl i ng  in my  s t o ma ch .  I feel  l ike a 
new person,  all m y  f r i ends  say  I l ook  so 
muc h bet ter .  I w o u l d n ’ t hav e  bel i eved 
a n v o ne  could fee so m u c h  be t te r  in sue]) 
a short  t ime.  I can ' t  g i ve  y our  medi c i ne
BRIDGEWATER
is ill
Jam es Briggs, tin aged resident of ncaise enough. 
Littleton is ill with pneumonia at the ^>gi's <» wmms
M I.. Marie Thompson of Houlton J ' 0W!i" 1 Harle>'
waa the guest of Miss Gladys London 
the week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lowrey of Houl­
ton were the guests of Mrs. Edward 
Henderson Sunday.
■ ^ yY H_;n.de™ n,.° l  t!1'.T P la<:-e at;  Osgood s and see the useful gifts for tended court in Houlton being one of G^stm as
Of f ens i ve  breath,  
- wo de n upper  lip. sour  s t o ma c h ,  d eranged  
t o mac h ,  o cc as i o na l  g r i p i ng s  and  painswith ' b°nie (,f his son, \V. O. Briggs. Hi
children were all to see him on Sunday about the nave!, pule face of leaden tint. 
’ . , and his; d-mpdit.n- \lr« |.„itnv \ u>y ! eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids,A. C. Cookson was in Houlton last an(l als daughtti .  Mrs. James Alt x- of tlu, itching of the rectum,
week on Court business. nndei temained to help care foi him. short, dry cough, grinding ot the teetii,
to
Mrs. H. G. Stackpole expects to go , Relatives and friends ate anxious over j red1 pomts <m the
Orono this week for a few days. bis condition and hope for a speedy : V-^ iniViy imxative and Worm' Fxpeiler. is 
When you visit Houlton call at recovery. sold by all  d e a le r s .
the jurymen of this town.
Mrs. Fiorence Dickinson of Union s Mrs. Vellar Stacey of Shirley. Me.n___XT r, .  .. will stop in town a few weeks withCorner, N. B., was the guest of her her mothei.f Mrs> p:tta Barrett.
parents Mr. and Mrs. John W. C. Grant 
part of last week. Frank Fearley of Centerville. N. B. has purchased the barber shop on 
B. and A. street run by David Good. 
Edward Barrett
The funeral of Edward Barrett 
occurred Thursday P. M. from the
HODGDON
Severa parties are enjoying hunting 
trips this week.
Frank, son of Mr. and Mrs. Shirley i home, Rev. Mr. Snow officiating. The 
Been had his arm badly bruised one i flowers were beautiful and profuse, 
day last week by being thrown from a8e was years 11 mo. IS days. 
a wagon. Barrett was born in Royalton, N.
Two single teams collied on the top i but lived in this town 38 years, 
of White's Hill Saturday evening, the Tbe surviving members of his 
wagons were badly demolished, but family are his widow Etta Logins 
no one was injured. 'Barrett, three daughters, Mrs. Vellar
The Ladles Aid of the Methodist I Stacey of Shirley, Mrs. Belle Williams 
Society will have their annual sale |of Presque Isle. Mrs Flora Welch of 
of Christmas Gifts in the line of fancy i this town, two sons Fied of 1 lymouth 
work, aprons, etc. at the Town Hall on !and Denison of Bridgewater. He also 
the evening of Dec. 3rd. Supper will leaves flve sisters and one brother 
be served to all wishing same and ice jand hosts of friends in this and 
cream and home made candy will be i surrounding towns.
OH u ]e The memory of Edward Barrett lives
Evangelistic Services under the «trong and beautiful in the hearts of 
direction of Chaplain A. J. Croft of those who knew h*m best.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin will be conduct-1 
ed In the Hodgdon Methodist Church, i LINNEUS
beginning Thursday evening, Dec. 4th ; Mr. Geo. McKay went to Florence- 
Bad continuing over Sunday Dec. 21st. j viile) N B. last Saturday.
Chaplah! Croft comes with the best | Mrs. Sam Ruth visited with
Of recommendations. He was for some i relatives in Houlton last week, 
years pastor of one of the large. Mr. and Mrs. Pitman of Fryeburg 
churches In Methodism, but in answer |are visiting Mr. Bert Hand and family, 
to the call of duty and country he i Miss Bessie Grant of Canterbury,
vr*c£
THE U N I V E R S A L  CAR
The Ford Sedan, with electric starring and 
lighting system, demountable rims with 3}4-inc\\ 
tires all around, is the ideal family car because 
of its general utility and refined and comfortable 
equipment. Finely upholstered. Plate glass 
windows. An open car in the spring, summer, 
and early fall. A closed car in inclement 
weather and winter. Rain-proof, dust-proof. In 
the city or the country, a family car. The low 
cost o f operation and maintenance is not the 
least o f  its charms. W on’t you come in and 
look it over?
BERRY & BENN
DEALERS
DO YOU RAISE HOGS ?
I f  so, com e in and let us show  you the 
new tonic for hogs, put up b y  the 
Avalon Farms|Company. It is a guar­
anteed rem edy. I f  it doesn ’t do as 
recom m ended or if you are not fully 
satisfied after using it 60 days accord­
ing to directions, it doesn't cost you  
anything.
Raise m ore porkjat lessfexpense.
For sale by
BRIDGEWATER DRUG CO.Overcoats
FOR Y O U R  H O R S E S
A large lUte of Horse Blankets of all kinds
L. A . Barker & ; Company
Oakfiei'd, Maine
Dollars
In your pocket by usingOUTSIDE WINDOWS
Large Stock of all Sizes
J. E. Tarbell &  Sons
Sm yrna M ills
Is E very Anim al 
At Its Best?
Don’t let your stock lose their 
Summer's gain through November 
neglect. Your animals are now 
going on dry feed—hay and grain.
It’s a big change from the succulent; 
nutritious grasses of summer pastures 
which supply the needed laxatives and 
tonics.
Keep your ani­
mals’ bowels open 
arid regular-drive 
out the worms— 
keep their blood 
rich and keep their 
digestion geod by 
feeding regularly
Dr. Hess Slock Took
A Conditloaer aad Worm Expelter
Don’t allowyour stock to “get off feed" 
and in a run-down condition.
Condition your cows for calving bjr 
feeding Dr. Hess Stock Tonic before 
freshing. Then feed it regularly to in­
crease the flow of milk. It lengthen 
the milking period.
Buy Stock Tonic according to the Man 
of your herd. Get from your dealer two 
pounds for each average nog, five poendn 
for each hone, cow or steer, to start wHIl 
feed as directed and then watch rc
W hy Pay the Peddler 
Twice My Price?
PUTNAM HARDWARE CO.
H O U LTO N , MAINE
Tell us how much stock you have. 
We’ll tell you how much Tonic to bny.
Dr. Hess Instant Louse 
Killer Kills
BETTER THAN WOOD
U S E
OUTSIDE
WINDOWS
A  Good Assortment
A. M. Stackpole, Jr.
Bridgewater, Maine
Program Week of Nov. 24
W ED N ESD AY
M ONROE S ALIS B U R Y
in a Big Six Reel Dramu
“The Sleeping Lion”
Assisted by Rhea Mitchell and big odst. The role of an Italian 
is one that is well adapted to the virile Monroe Salisbury and 
lie gives a performance that is sincere and convincing. Also the 
popular reel C H E S T E R  O U T I N G  and W E E K L Y  C U R R E N T  
E V E N T S
THUR S D AY, THANKSGIVING
T h e  Gorgeous M usica l Spectacle
MY SOLDIER GIRL
.'!•'> People .  A show of novelties, a brilliant company and won­
derful chorus, prettiest girls, catchiest music and cleanest com­
edy on Tour. MATINFF and FVFNING Two Hours and Forty 
Minutes of Fun and Music. MATINFF STARTS at 2.20; EVR-  
XING SHOW AT 8.15. Prices Matinee 75c, $1.00 and $1.50 plus 
war tax. Prices Fvening 75c, $l.oo. $1.50 and $2.00 plus war tax. 
'Pickets now on sale at tile box olfice. GET YOURS NOW  AND  
SAVE YOURSFLF AND OTHERS TH E LONG W A IT
FRIDAY
FRANCIS BUSHM AN and B E V E R LY  BAYNE
in Five Reel Drama
“God’s Outlaw”
Also Elmo Lincoln in his latest serial “ E L M O , T H E  M I G H T Y ” 
just starting, A N I M A L  R E E L  and K A T Z E N J A M M E R  K ID S  in 
“ It Beats the Dutch”
SA TU R D A Y
M ONROE SALIS BU R Y
in Five Reel Drama
“The Light of Victory”
With a strong cast and story. Also William Fox two reel Sun­
shine Comedy “ H E R  F I R S T  K IS S ” and FO X  W E E K L Y  N E W S
MONDAY
G O LD W YN  SPECIAL
and F O R D  E D U C A T I O N A L  W E E K L Y  
TU E S D A Y
G LAD YS B R O CK W ELL
in a Five Reel Drama
“The Sneak”
Also M U T T  and J E F F  and “ T H E  R E D  G L O V E ”
